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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Problem- There Is considerable agreement among those who study 
human behavior that one of the most ambiguous and elusive concepts in psy-
chopathology is "psychopathic personality". The differential diagnosiS of 
this clinical picture remains clouded because, in the opinion of Cameron (9), 
Frankenstein (19), Peru (SO), Jenkins (30) and others, the concept of psycho-
pathic personality has been viewed as a gross nosological label which ha. 
been loosely applied to a wide range of personality disorders and problems. 
Implied in this approach is the assumption that psychopathy is a unitary rather 
than a multidimensional classification. In fact, even those who have attemp-
ted to differentiate types of psychopathy, 11ke the subgroups described in the 
official psychiatric nomenclature (12) under 1t 80ciopathio personality", have 
not brought the needed refinement in this diagnostic category. The proposed 
typologies are merely descriptive subgroups whose charaoteristic traits need 
to be empirically established in order to clearly identify the various dimen-
Sions of psychopathy. 
McKInley and Hathaway (40) were among the fil'lt to recognize and 
1 
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to take into account the multidimensionality of psychopathy in their develop-
ment of the MMPI Psychopathic Deviate (Pel) Soale. In construoting the Pd 
scale, theae researchers included " wide range of mixed item content from 
which they were able to rationally isolate four distinct patterns. These pat-
terns, in their opinion, served to enchance the clinical usefulness in the aa-
•• s.ment of different dimensions of psychopathy. However, in subsequent 
studies with the MMPI, many MMPI workers either overlooked or ignored the 
implioations of these different Item. clusters when oomparing or interpreting 
the elevated Pd scale scores of social deviants who I in oomparison to other 
groups, oommonly show a higher incident of s piked scores on the Pd scale. 
Astin's (5) awareness of the need for investigating these different Pd item 
patterns 11 refleoted in bts observations that these soores may be of 11ttle 
diagnostic value to the clinioian sinoe equally high ranging Pd scores can be 
obtained by vastly different types of ps yohopaths • In other words, these 
elevated scores can have quite different cUnioalimp11cation. depending 
upon the oompOsition of the item clusters contributing to the total Pel scale 
acore. 
Astin' a exploration of this problem led him to isolate flve factors 
from the Pd scale which, in bts opinion, identified aome of the traits whioh 
characterize people labeled psychopathic deviate •• He identified one of 
these factors as a "Self-Eateem" factor which contained positive and nega-
.... 
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tive polel. According to Astin, the positive pole consists of Items denying-
introversion and shyness which sug-gests hi9h self-esteem; the ne9ative pole 
contains items admitting depression and gullt feelings whioh suggests low 
lelf-esteem. He sought to relate the bipolar difference a in the self-esteem 
trait with the theoretical desorlption of the "inadequate" and the "inept·' 
locial deviants as proposed by Cameron and Mag-antt1 (10). He tentatively 
suggests that the high self-est.em trait (positive pole) seems to be charac-
t.ristic of the "inept" soolal deviant and the low self-est.em (negattve pole) 
seems to be oharacteristic of the "inadequate" sooial deviant. 
In empirically establishing a bipolar self-esteem trait, Astin has 
provided us with a measurable criterion for differentiating two types of social 
deviants labeled psychopathic whoae motivational patterns might also be 
characteristically different. Thus, in the present study, the primary focus 
is to discover the mottvational correlates, if any t of two bipolar (high and 
low) "Self-Esteem" MMPI Pel traitl which characterize the "inept" and 
"inadequate" psychopathic deviant. In seeking to find these mottvational 
I Cameron and Magaret describe the "inadequate" social deviant as one who 
has faned to develop and maintain effectively the role of social participant 
but who partially recognizes his socialinadequac1.s and seeks dependent, 
protective relation8hipi with others. '!'he "inePt" socIal deviant 18 descri-
bed alone who has acquired the te ,hnlquel of 80cial participant but uses 
them abortively in his attempts to interact with society. 
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correlates, the researcher will use Arnold's method of Story Sequence Analy-
siS (2). 
B. Purpose. The purpose of this study is to lnvestlqate whether Arnold's 
method of TAT analysis and scoring can dUferentiate the motivational patterns 
of inadequate and in.pt bipolar Pel factored dimensions of psychopathy. The 
value of this lnvestigation is twofold. Fl.rlt, it will seek to flnd the motiva-
tional oorrelates of two poles of one dimenaion of psychopathy. Second, it 
wUl serve to provide a partial exploration of the concurrent validity of Arnold's 
method of Story Sequence Analysis when. appl1ed to bipolar factored dimensions 
of psychopathy. 
c. HypothesI' • The following hypotheses will be subjected to syste-
mattc inqutry in thi. research: 
I. The inad.quat. an.d the inept psyohopathic d.viant groups 
will differ significantly In the frequency of positiv. and 
negative import. scor.d in each of Arnold's four TAT sco-
ring categori.s: I. Achievement, suoce •• , happiness, 
active .ffort (or lack of it); U. Right and Wrong; m. 
Human Relationshlps; IV. Reaction to Adversity. 
n. Th. inadequate and the lnept psychopathic deviant groups 
will dUf.r Significantly in the sum total of positive or nega-
tive numerical scor.s. 
m. If Significant quantitative differences are found 1n hypo-
th.sts I, then a qualttative analysiS of the poSitive or 
negative import content w1l1 yield differences in attitu-
dinal patterns fOtt the tnadequate and the inept psycho-
pathic deviant groups. 
P" 
CHAPTER U 
REVIEVI OF THE RELATED UTERATURE 
On the whole, the dimensions of psychopathy have not been thor-
oughly studied. In fact, most of the av"Uable research with predictor varia-
bles, especially those involving the TAT, has ignoted the multidimensional 
aspect of psychopathy. Instead these TAT studies have focused on establish-
ing personality differences or predieting overt behavior from the analysis of 
isolated themes in each story. This preoCcupation with story themes by TAT 
workers stems from an assumption that TAT stories, 11ke fantasy, directly re-
veal the storyteller's underlying needs, drives, and affect. Such an a.sump-
tion has been difficult to substantiate because these proJections, culled from 
story theme., have not consistently correlated with overt behavior. At best, 
these story themes merely attest to the presence of various areas of concern 
but they do not indicate ~'hat the stomt' nltr' • ~ttttud(ls '3r& relative to the 
action he Is talking about. Thi. action is revealed through the story plot 
and story outcome. The story plot describes a problem and the story out-
come indicates the solution and the way in which the story teller evaluates 
It. A method which uses the story with its outcome as an indication of 
5 
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the storyteller's motivational attitudes might yield predictions as to actual 
behavior. Such a method might be useful In revealing differences in motIva-
tional patterns among "inadequate" and "inept" dimensions of psychopathy 
drawn from a prison population. 
A. TAT as a Predictor Varl.ble. TAT studies examining the relationship 
between fantasy and overt behavior have yielded vaned results. Scodel and 
Llpetz (57) reported th.t a simple TAT aggressive SCClr'e did not differentiate 
patients who had a history of Violence from those who did not. Jensen (31) 
and Kagan (33) found no Significant relationship between aggr.sslon in fan-
ttsy and behavioral ratings of aggression. McNell (41) was also unsucce's-
fu1in finding a relationship between fantasy aggression and Its overt expres-
sion. Muratein (46) was able to differentiate bostile and non-hostile subjects 
when tntemal punishment rather than thematic hostUity was considered. 
Mussen and Naylor (47) found that aggressive boys told many stories of ag-
gresaion but few in which aggresaion was punished. In contrast, non-aggres-
sive boys told many stories In which aggression was punished. Their findings 
suggest that aggressive and non-aggres.lve peraon.lttie. can be distinguished 
by the way in which they treat aggressive themes and not by the sheer number 
of such theme •• 
Stone (63) attempted to detennine the predictive v.l1dtty of a TAT 
Aggressive Content Scale using three groups of army prisoners. He ca18go-
.... 
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rized the groups as least ag9l'essive, moderately aggressive and most aggres-
sive based on the number and kind of offenses committed. TAT responses were 
categorized according t> content involving death I physical aqgression I and 
verbal aggression. These responses were weighted on a point system, 3 - 2 -
1 respeotively. Stone's assumption was that death conoepts involved qreater 
aggresston and poor controls; hence I they are more related to overt aggression 
than either the physioal or verbal categories. His findings did Rot bear out 
this assumption since he was unable to confirm the gradient differences in 
aggreSSion among the three groups. The only signifioant difference in aggres-
sion was obtained between the asseulUve and non .... saultive groups. The 
lack of consistent positive results may be attributed to Stone's assumption 
that there is a direct relationship between "aggressive needs" reflected in 
TAT story themes and overt behavior. This assumption has been recently chal-
lenged by others such as Jensen (32) and Lazarus (36) on the groWlds that the-
matic fantasy expression does not show Significant relationship to relatively 
stable behavioral tendencies or personal1ty traits. 
Purcell (53) used the TAT as a pred1ctor of impulse-oontrol balance. 
His subjects were army trainee. who were psyohiatric referrals to the Mental 
Hygiene Clinio. They were categorized a. least antisocial, intermediate and 
most anU.ocial on the basis of information obtained from their social histones. 
The TAT records were scored for fantasy aggression; remoteness of fantasy 
pat 
aggression in time I object I place I and social context; anticipated internal 
punishment such as suicide, self-depreciation, and feelings of gullt, shame 
or remorse; and anticipated external punishment including assault, injury, 
threat and deprivation direoted against the hero. The three groups were com-
pared on the basis of the following constructed scores: fantasy agqres s ion I 
remoteness/fantasy aggression, internal punishment/external punishment I 
internal punishment/fantasy aggression, external punishment/fantasy a9gres-
sion. PurceU's findings revealed that of the IS comparisons between any two 
of the three groups for the five scores, 12 were Significant at the. OS level or 
greater I inoluding all the comparison between the least antisocial and the 
most antisocial groups. Not only did the most antisocial group res pond with 
more aggressive themes than the other two groups I but also their aggressive 
expression was mOfe crude and direct. In addition, Purcell found that anti-
social behavior varies inversely both with the amount of anticipated external 
as well as internal punishment but in comparison I the internal punishment 
anticipatlons are a more potent deterrent to antisocial behavior than are exter-
nal punishment anticipations. Purcell's findings suggest that aggressive 
themes by themselves give no clue to the overt expression of aggression un-
less the underlying attitudes toward aggresston are simultaneously considered. 
Kutash (35) used the TAT to evaluate the personality structure of 
sixty lnstltutional1zed male defective adults diagnosed as psychopathic 
p. 
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personalities on the basis of psychiatric interview. He analyzed their TAT 
records by separating each story into responses he classified as indicating 
"intra-psychic conflicts", "inner motivation for the response", and the "goal" 
or "drive" represented by each response. According to Kutash, each response 
represented a statement of dynamiC significance which lent itself to interpre-
tation much llke the responses on the Rorschach. He found the most frequent-
ly elicited intra-psychic confHcts involved separation anxiety, ambition, and 
family relationships, gul1t feelings, and unconscious desire for punishment. 
Also common but les s prominent were unresolved conflicts involving death I 
depression, despair, aggressive assault, eroticisID.and Suicide. 
Although Kutash conoludes that the stimulus properties of the TAT 
pictures differ quantitatively in revealing the particular projections of the 
storyteller I it Is doubtful whether his assumption is Ju.t1fied. If such were 
the cas. I then the storyteller's actions should not only dupllcate the hero's 
action, but he should manifest the same deSires, drives, and conflicts 
that are ascribed to the story characters. However, as Arnold (2) points out, 
on the hypothesis that the storyteller proJects In the psychoanalytic sense, 
we cannot tell whether themes revealed in the TAT accompany behavior or are 
an altemattve to behavior; whether themes missing in the TAT indicate lack of 
corres ponding needs, it. blocking by ego-defenses or its being acted out in 
reality. Without such evidence, Kutash's findings become meaningless since 
p 
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there are no indications that such conflicts exist or that his subjects actually 
have the desires and conflicts he imputes to them. Finally, Kutash falled to 
compare his group with other clinical Qroups or with normals. If he had, he 
might have found similarly frequent conflicts among people who manifest 
widely differing behavior. ConSidering the frequent reports that identical 
TAT themes were found in aggressive and non-aggressive, well-adjusted and 
maladjusted groups, Sanford et al (55), Cox and Sargent (14) I such a compari-
son Is rather important. 
Some methodological differences In the analysts of the TAT are re-
ported by Shneidman (58). In citing the results of a blind analysis of TAT and 
MAPS Test protocols from the same patient by sixteen TAT experts, an attempt 
is made to order these sixteen methods Into flve methodological categories. 
The resultant classification included the following approaches: normative, 
hero-oriented, intuitive I interpersonal, and perceptual. Included among those 
workers using the intuitive method is Arnold (1). The application of this term 
"intuitive tt seems to be a misnomer since what Arnold has developed is an 
analytic method built around the Itsequential analysis" of the TAT (2). It dif-
fers from other methods both in its baSic assumptions and system of analysis. 
Arnold's TAT sequence analysis does not interpret fragmented story 
themes taken out of context; rather her method is based on an analysts of the 
.J..tsB:l.JiWzt. t.Il4 outgome. Instead of unconscious needs, her method reveals 
> 
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the storyteller's approval or disapproval of the aotion described in the story. 
Moreover I it reveals the storyteller's mottvating attitudes and the way in 
which they will influenoe him to act. It is from these motives, which she 
describes as "blueprints for action", that it 1s possible to infer the story-
teller's corresponding action in real life. The crux of the method is neatly 
stated by Arnold herself when she says: 
••• the problem he sets himself in the stories he tells, 
he will resolve in real Ufe according to the way in 
wh1ch he evaluates the story situation. (1962,p.34) 
Her fundamental assumption is that each story is an imaginative 
exploration of various problems and their poss1ble solutions. Hence I the 
focus of her method is the isolation of what the storyteller Is trying to say. 
This involves the abstracting of the import (the meaning or significance of 
each story) and arranging the imports in sequence. According to Arnold, n such 
a sequence makes it possible to follow the storyteller's trend of thought. 
which reveals his habitual dispositions, the way he evaluates human act:! ~~ 
and the circumstances of hts Ufe." She further states: 
••• that the story import will show how the story teller thinks 
people usually act and how he feels they should act; what 
aotions he thinks right and which wrong; what will lead to 
success and what to failure; what can be done when danger 
threatens and what are the things to strive for. In short, 
the story import, taken in sequence I gives a connected 
statement of the storyteller's prinCiples of action, his moti-
vational pattern. Obviously, this pattern should make it 
possible to gauge how he would react to a situation. (l962,p.51) 
p 
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In refining her method of TAT analysis, AriloId has developed an orga-
nized schema for scoring each import. This scoring schema is composed of 
four categories containing headings, subheadings, and divisions with weighted 
scores arranged on a four POint scale I +2 I +1, -1, -2. This scoring system 
Is far from complete but it is being systematically expanded with the accumu-
lation of research data derived from the use of her method. 
VassWou (64) proposed to investigate the motivational patterns that 
would distinguish schizophrenics from those with personality disorders using 
Arnold's method of sequential analysis. Her subjects consisted of eighty 
hospitalized patients, (forty schizophrenics and forty personality disorders) 
and forty "normal college students". In a preliminary study using half of the 
sample, Vassiliou found that most of the imports of the two patient groups 
could not be scored according to Arnold's criteria for normals. As a conse-
quence, she developed normative scoring categories for her two patient groups 
Vllth the extended normative data for scoring I she was able to oorrectly 
separate fifty-nine of the remaining sixty records as belonging to schizophre-
nic, personallty disorder I or normal groups. In addition to the empirical sepa-
ration of the groups studied I Vasslliou also presents descriptive differences 
in motivational patterns which distinguish the schizophrenic groUP from the 
personality disorder group. The results of her findings show that the devel-
opment of scoring criteria for clinical groups is possible and that the method 
13 
of TAT sequence analysts Is a useful tool for formal diagnosis. 
Petrauskus (51) employed Arnold's method of TAT sequence analysis 
to investigate the motivational attitudes of naval personnel. He used two 
groups consisting of thirty offenders and thirty non-offenders. The deSigna-
tion of the groups was based on the presenoe or absence of acting out beha-
vior in military life. A preliminary study of randomly selected matched pairs 
of subjects was used to determine the scoring criteria for the TAT. The cate-
gories selected by Petrauskus for sCoring were: 1) attitudes toward self and 
others, 2) attitudes toward work. and success I 3) attitudes toward problems, 
4) attitudes toward external forces, and 5) attitudes toward duties and obliga-
tlons. 
The sixty records were analyzed according to Arnoldi s sequence ana-
lysis and the imports were scored by the experimenter and two independent 
raters as either h plus II or II minus II and placed in one of the five categories. 
Rater A cOlTectly identifip.d all the offender and non-offender records; raters 
Band C correctly Identified only forty-eight and fifty records out of the 
sixty re,pectlvely. All of the raters distinguished the records of offenders 
from those of non-offenders well beyond chance. The obtained results re-
vealed that the offenders expressed more negative and less positive attitudes 
in their TAT stories than the non-offenders. 
Most other studies employing Arnold's method of sequence analysts 
'" 
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have been generally concerned with differentiating between high and low 
achievers. In the area of achievement, Snider (61) and McCandlish (39) 
found significant differences between high and low school achievers. Burkhard 
(8) refined McCandlish's scoring criteria and was able to differentiate primary 
and secondary school teachers who had been rated high and low by their pupils. 
Garvin (22) found a high positive correlation between TAT scores and the 
student's grade point average among male and female college seniors. Quinn 
(54) measured the positive and negative motivations in a group of students in 
a Catholic scholastlcate. He correlated their TAT stories with judges' ratings 
of the group for II promise for religious life" and found correlations with fellow 
students' ratings of .59, with superiors' ratings of .61. Fields (18) compared 
the personality characteristics of institutionalized unwed adolescent mothers 
and a normal group of institutionalized adolescents. She found both quantita-
tive and qualitative motivational patterns which differentiated the two groups. 
The unwed mothers were characterized as low achievers who were likely to 
exhibit passively negative attitudes in situations involving achievement, 
human relationships, and adversity. 
Studies such as those previously cited support the fact that there is 
growing evidence that Arnold's method of story sequence analysis has predic-
tive validity when applied to broad behavioral criteria. However, in the field 
of criminology not only broad but also refined behavior differentiations are 
p 
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necessary. In this inquiry it is the fine behavioral discriminations that are 
of the greatest concern. Consequently the efforts of this worker will be di-
rected toward determining the effectiveness with which the story sequential 
method, as presently constructed, can differentiate a factorially derived bi-
polar dimension of psychopathy. These measures of psychopathy will be obH 
tained by using the MMPI Pd scale as a criterion. 
B. MMPI As a Source of Criteria. As an empirically developed persona-
lity test, it is perhaps safe to say that no other instrument has inspired a 
greater number of systematic studies than the MMPI. But unlike the TAT, the 
MMPI was specifically de:signed to provide an objective measurement of the 
major psychiatric disorders that affect personal and social adjustment. The 
effectiveness of the MMPI with prison populations has been amply demon-
strated in its application to such problems as predicting institutional adjust-
ment and the effects of imprisonment: Driscoll (15), Levy and Freeman (37), 
Gill (23), and Gallenbeck (21); differentiating between first offenders and re-
cidivists: Dunham (16), Morrice (45), and Panton (49); as well as identifying 
the different kinds of profile patterns among prisoner groups: Beall and Panton 
(6), Hunt et al (29), Panton (48), and Pothast (52). One of the most consistent 
findings among these MMPI studies is that many prison inmates tend to show 
a psychopathic personality profile pattern which is characterized by a high 
point elevation ranging upward over a T-score of 70 on the Pd scale with an 
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accompanying secondary spike on the Ma scale. A similarly frequent occurrence 
of single spiked Pd and double spiked Pd and Ma scales has been observed by 
the author in the MMPI proftles of over one-half of the nearly 4 I 000 inmates 
routinely tested at the Joliet Diagnostic Depot during the past four years. Al-
though these elevated scores identify many institutionalized offenders as psy-
chopathic, they tell us very little about the unique tratts which characterize 
the different dimensions of psychopathy. 
The problem of isolating and identifying some of the dimensions which 
characterize people labeled psychopathic deviates has been investigated by 
Astin (3). He factor-analyzed the MMPI Pd scale using two hundred-and-fifty 
hospitalized male drug addiots ranging in age from nineteen to sixty-one. On 
the baSis of Pd item tntercolTelations, he was able to extract flve identifiable 
factors: I. Self-Esteem (positive and negative poles); U. Hypersensitivity; 
III. Social Maladaptation; IV. Impulse Control; and V. Emotional Deprivation. 
Astin' s obtained factors agreed with the rational grouping of items noted by 
McKinley and Hathaway (40): "tendency to respond in over-perfect ways" 
(Positive pole of Factor I); "depreSSion and absence of strongly pleasant ex-
periences" (negative pole of Factor I and possibly Factor V); "paranoid trends" 
{Factor II); and "social trouble" (Factor Ill). 
Of particular importance to the present investigation are the positive 
and negative poles composed of item clusters contained mAstin's Self-Esteem 
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Factor. The polar oPPOsites in the Self-Esteem Factor are said to resemble the 
"inadequate" and "inept" social deviants described by Cameron and Magaret 
(10). Astin found that the positive pole of the Self-Esteem Factor consisted 
of statement8'denylng Hocial1ntroversion and shyness whereas the negative 
pole contained statements admitting depreSSion and guilt feelings. Astin 
postulated that the positive pole is suggestive of higb self-esteem which i. 
characteristic of the "Inept psychopath" who tends to over-estimate himself: 
the negative pole is suggestive of low self-esteem, the trademark of the 
.. inadequate psychopath" who 18 incllned to under-estimate himself. 
In. a follow-up study, Astin and Monroe (5) attempted to demonstrate 
the valldity of Astin's five factors using clinical ratings a8 cnteria. They 
used thirty-five subjects in the initial valldatlon procedure, all of whom had 
been diagnosed as Personality Disorders. Val1dity data consisting of ratings 
by a psychologist, social worker, or psychiatri8twho werefamillar with each 
subject, a. well as biographical Information on these thlrty-flve subjects were 
used to differentiate between high and low scorers on each factor. In general, 
the validity data characterizing the highs and lows on each factor appeared 
to support Astin's (3) original factor interpretations, despite the fact that the 
factor scores were based on as few as five and no more than ten Items. A 
cross-val1dation of the !nittal findings employing sixty-one new drug addict 
subjects with diagnostic composition Similar to that of the original validation 
1B 
group yielded mean differences on all five factors in the predicted direction. 
Differences on Factors I, U , and m were significant (P<.01) and those on 
Factors IV and V were of borderline significance (P<. 05). Additional findings 
indicate that the highs and lows on each validity score can also be discrimina-
ted in terms of non-relevant Pd factor scores. Astin and Monroe attribute this 
finding to the item overlap among the validity scores and also among the Pd 
factor scores. However I these writers maintain that the pattern of discrimina-
tions suggests there is considerable similarity in meanin(J among Factor I, II, 
and III and between Factors IV and V. 
In view of the partially successful findings obtained by Astin and 
Monroe (5), Monroe et al (44) conducted another study in an effort to increase 
the reliability of Astin's Pd factor scales by adding new self-rating items 
which correlate with the factor scores. A eross verification of Astin's MMPI 
Pd factors using a sample of 208 male drug addicts resulted in the extraction 
of ten factors. The first six of these factors were readily identified as remark-
ably dmUar to Astin's Pd factors. The remaining foW' factors (\nII through X) 
were discarded as inconsequential for practical purposes because they were 
tdentified by only three or four marker variables. Astin's Pd Factor I (8elf-
Esteem) wtth posittve and negative poles broke down into Monroe-Rawson Fac-
tors I (Intrapunitiveness) and II (Dental of Shyness). There was no difficulty 
in matching Astin's remaining lOur factors with identifiable factors in the 
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corresponding matrix. 
Once the six revised Pd Factor Scales had been developed, Monroe 
et al proceeded with the objective of selecting additional Items from Monroe's 
(43) "Psychometric Index of Character Structure" which would correlate signi-
ficantly with the basiC scale and when added to them would increase their re-
liabilities. Two hundred randomly selected test records of male addicts, who 
had taken the four-hundred item psychometric test qu.st1onnaire and the MMPI, 
were divided into high and low scorers on each of the six Pel factor scales. 
An 1tem analysis of the four hundred items resulted in the selection of discri-
minating and non-overlapping items which increased each of the six criterion 
scales {originally ranged from four to eight Items} to twenty items each. 
Monroe et al found statistically significant gains in reliability on three of 
the four revised Pd factor scales when compared with Astin' s oriOinal factors. 
Monroe interprets bts findings as suggesting that the composite Pel score iden-
tifies at least six different 1tem clusters which can be related to six source 
traits. He views these traits among addict personalities as representing InuIt!-
dimenSions of psychopathy each of which is independent of the other. The 
most crucial aspect of Monroe's finding is the fact that addiot patients differ 
on Pd factors and that these differences can be rellably measured. 
A further attempt to identify factors from the MMPI Pd scale using a 
sample of three hundred-and-sixty normal and psychiatric patients with random 
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diagnoses Is reported by Comrey (13). The sample was equally divided among 
men and women; 77% were twenty-five years or over in age. Phi Coefficients 
were oomputed for the fifty Pd items for age, sex I and hos pitaUzatlon variables. 
Comrey extracted thirteen factors of whioh five were of negligible significance. 
The remaining eight factors were identified and descr1bed. Some of these fao-
tors were simUar to those obtained by Astin (3) despite the use of different 
oorrelational and rotational procedures on quite different samples of subjects 
in the two studies. Astin (4) cr1t1clzes some of Comrey's interpretations of 
his findings because the positive loadings he obtained I for example on Factors 
nl and IV, were correlated on the basis of the percentages of true responses 
given by the subjects rather than the percent answering the items in the Pd 
direction. Astin felt that Comrey oould have avoided his questionable labeling 
and misinterpretation of the factors in terms of the particular diagnostic group 
represented, if the signs of the loadings had been changed according to the 
scale key. Further orlt1cisms can be levied at Comrey' s methodology from the 
standpoint that he did not use adequate control of dependent variables. More-
over, hts criteria for selecting his two samples was much too gross and over-
lapping, since many of hts alleged normal samples were disturbed although 
not hospttaUzed. 
MMPI studte. by Htll, Haertzen and Glaser (2S), and Hill, Haertzen 
and Davis (27) showed that soctal deviates, including alcohollcs I criminals, 
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and a sub-group of addicts defined by MMPI patterns, produced 9I'ouptest pro-
files with almost identical Pd spikes (T score - 70). Hill and his colleagues 
were impressed by what seemed to be a common personality oomponent which 
they felt antedated the Initial socially deviant behavior as well as facilitating 
such activities. Their posit1onwould not be difficult to defend if psychopethy 
were a unitary dimension; otherwise it could be argued that the "common" Pd 
elevation can mean different things in different people, having been amved at 
through an endorsement of different olusters of Items. If such were the case, 
it would seem appropriate to search for different etiologies in addicts, alco-
holics, and ortminals who attain equally high Pd scores, but by different sets 
ol item olusters. However, the findings of Hill and his colleagues do not rule 
out the possibility that social deviates may share a Pd factor profile which 
differentiates them from other groups I such as normals, for example. Slnoe 
the Pel factor scales are relatively Independent, It may develop that some or 
all of the.e factors may discriminate the social deviates from normals. 
The problem of determining what Pd factor soales, if any, discriminate 
the social deviates (psychopaths) from normals has not been studied thus far. 
On the other hand, con.iderable attention has been given t..: e04npartng the per-
sonality characteristios derived from the MMPI proftle patterns of normals 
with incarcerated offenders as reported by Fry (20), Levy 8t al (38), Blair (7), 
and Stanton (62). Fry, for instance, in comparing the mean T Scores for all 
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the MMPI scales found that prison inmates showed a greater mean difference of 
• OS to 1 SD from hts college sample and. OS to 2 SO from the general population 
with the greatest mean difference ocourring on the Pd scale which showed a 
spikedelavatlon above a T score of 70. These mean prafUe differences closely 
resemble the findings obtained by Gough (24), Schmidt (56) t and Guthrie (25), 
though there were some differences in terms of absolute elevations. Aside from 
establishing tentative norms for h1a prison and college lamples I Fry gave no 
consideration to the posalble difference in the dimensional1ty of psychopathy as 
revealed by the elevated Pc! seale of the prison sample. In retrospect, Fry's 
findings suggest that his prtaon sample, in contrast to the college sample, 
tends to endorse many more Pd lela. items whoae psychopathio content oluster 
may reveal dlfferenoes 1n personality charaoteristlos of the prison sample. 
Other MMPI studtes by Levy et &1 (38) and Stanton (62) oomparing prison 
inmates with non-prison normal groups also yielded stmtlar differences oonsls-
tent with the f1ndings of Fry (20), Kingsley (34), and Blair (7). Levy et al (38) 
found that male prtson inmates, 1n oontrast to male oollege students, averaged 
six to ten T-acores higher on all the clinioal soales except the Mf scala which 
was flve T-scOI'ea higher for the college group. Moreover, the Pd and D scales 
were found to be the highest scores respeottvely for the prison group. Stanton 
(62), in oomparing the MMPI profUes of prison inmates with those of normal 
subjects used by McK1nley and Hathaway (40) I found that prison inmates 
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obtained higher mean score differences on all the MMPI scales except the L 
scale, with the greatest mean differences oecuning on the Pd and Ma scales. 
These findings suggest that samples of prison inmates tend to manifest perso-
nallty traits characterized by elevations on the Pd scale which distinguish 
them from normal subJects. Exactly what these traits are that differentiate the 
priSon inmates from the normal subjects were not investigated in these studies 
Likewise I the differences In the traits which characterized those who scored 
high on the Pd scale were not explored either. Such difference I If explored I 
might have identified some of the dimensions of psychopathy. 
Blau (7) employed the MMPI as a measure for Identifying army enlist-
ment appllcan1Bwho might become offendera. He compared fifty army discipli-
nary offenders with fifty matched control group and seventy-flve random controA 
group of non-offenders. His uae of matched and random control groups of non-
offendera was intended to provide a broader representation of the normal cana-
dian soldier papulation. The offender and control non-offender groups were 
matched according to age, I. Q. , education, racial origin, and place of resi-
denee. He reported that the offenders mean score differences on seales F, D, 
Pd, Pa, Pt, and Sc were considerably higher than those obtained by the non-
offenders. Accordingly I e,!v;" was able to classify the MMPI profile patterns 
of the offenders into two main categories. The fust consisted of a single high 
spike on the Pd scale or a combined high elevation on the Pel and Ma scales. 
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The second consisted of a marked elevation on the Sc scales. These two cate-
gories accounted fot 68" of the offenders, whUe only 5" of the combined con-
trol groups could be identified aocordlng to these two criteria. Blair concludes 
from his findings that there is a high degree of relationship between personaU-
ty deviation, as measured by the MMPI, and military offenders. In his opinion 
the MMPI oan be used quite effectively in the early Identlfioation of army en-
listment appUoants who are likely to become disctpllnary problems. Blair's 
findings reaffirm the fact that among sample. of offenders some of them exhibit 
personaUty differences characterized by elevated patterns on either the Pd 
scale «fle Pd and Ma scales which identify them as psychopathic personaU-
ties. 
Another techntque in studying the offender has been to mvesttgate the 
relation between psychiatric classifications and scores of the MMPI. Clark (11) 
used psychiatric classification of army prisoners in a dlsclplmary barraok as 
the baSis for evaluating the role of the MMPI in separaUng dUferent levels of 
adjustment. He found that the MMPI mean profUe scores for the three groups 
of prisoners, classified as no neuropsychiatric disorder I emoUonalinstability I 
and antisocial personallty by psychiatrio diagnosis I were quite similar in their 
personal1ty deviancy with the highest elevattons appearing on the Pd and Ma 
soales. When the army general prisoners are compared with a "normal· group 
of soldiers, the general prisoners deviate significantly on all the MMPI cltni-
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cal scales t regardless of their psychiatric classification, with the Pd and Ma 
scales showing the most significant differentiation. SimUar MMPI patterns 
were obtained by Kingsley (34) who also used the separation of psychopathic 
and non-psychopathic prisoners on the ba.is of psychiatric Judgment 10 studying 
military offenders in a disciplinary barrack. Clark' s f10dings are 10 essential 
agreement with those of Blair (1) previously cited above. 
C. Summery. Research with the MMPI has shown its wide appl1cablUty in 
the study of both civtl1an and military offenders. The usual approach in many 
of these studies has been to use the MMPI to differentiate the profile patterns 
ot offender groups by contrasting them with non-offender groups. The one con-
sistent f1nd1ng emerging from these 1ovestigations 1s that the offender groups 
tend to show Significantly higher scale score elevations on many of the MMPI 
scales with the higheat elevations occurring on the Pd and Ma scales. Re-
searchers have agreed 10 their inter}Jl'etation that elevations ranging over a 
T-score of 10 on the Pd and Ma scales tend to identUy those offenders among 
prison samples who manifest personaUty traits which characterize them as 
psychopathic deviate.. In fact, early in the development of MMPI profUe 
patterns, it was discovered that peak scores on the Pd scales, almost without 
regard to the absolute elevatton of the profUe I provided evidence of lack of 
social conformity 01' self-oontrol and a persistent tendency to get into trouble. 
Moreover, the high 10cidences of spiked Pd scares among offender groups have 
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prompted MMPI workers to correlate this pattern with actinq out behavior I a 
primary feature of psychopathic behavior. 
Early MMPI researchers qenerally assumed that elevated scores on 
the Pd scale measured similar personal1ty traits characteristic of individuals 
labeled as psychopathic. However t it was not until recently that research 
consideration was qiven to exploring the possible differences in personality 
traits derived from an analysiS of the item clusters that contributed to equally 
high elevations on the Pd scales. These factor-analytic studies with the Pd 
scale have indicated that a number of factors are required to explain the vari-
ance of the psychopathic deviate scale of the MMPI. Whether the rotations to 
Simple structure are oblique or orthoqonal t the results remain the same. In 
other words, the cbtained factors seem to identify different dimenSions of psy-
chopathy. These findinqs have implications not only for refining our under-
standing of this dlaqnostic category I but also for the development of rehabUi-
tatlve strategies for the reduction of criminality. However t prior to attaining 
this goal, it Is necessary that the dimensions of psychopathy be systematical-
ly explored and elaborated upon by the discovery of other personality corre-
lates that will serve to make explioit the dynamics underlying every known 
dimension of psychopathy. Attitudes, values t and motivational correlates are 
approPriate starting points. Thus, the present inquiry is aimed at discovering 
the motivational correlates of two poles of a "Self-Esteem" factored dimension 
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of psychopathy. Our predictor for this part of the inquiry 1s the Thematic 
Apperception Test (TAT) interpreted according to Arnold's Method of Story 
Sequence Analysis. 
Most research workers, in using the TAT as a predictor variable I 
have assumed that there was a direct relationship between TAT fantasy produc-
tion and overt behavior. However I research findings based on this assumption 
have not been substantiated. Arnold's method of story sequence analysis I on 
the other hand I assumes that each story is an imaginative production that re-
veals the storyteller's poignant life problems and the oharacteristic way in 
which he handles theae problems. There is a growing accumulation of researoh 
data supporting the predictive val1dity of Arnold's sequential method as ap-
plied to a variety of behavioral problems. The advent of this research data has 
given rise to the development of an objective sooring system. This scoring 
system seems to be suitable for measuring a variety of personality problems. 
Empirically I howevE!r I the de9l'se to which her scoring system in its present 
form, can discriminate fine personality nuances, such as the inadequate (low 
self-esteem) and inept (high self-esteem) dimensions of psychopathy proposed 
in the present investigation, remains to be determined. It 1s to this klnd of 
test of empirical verification to which Arnold's method of sequential analysis 
and sooring wUl be subjected. 
-CHAPTER nl 
PROCEDURE 
A. Subjects. Originally eighty male adult incarcerated offenders consti-
tuted the sample used in this study. However, this number of subjects was 
reduced to seventy-sL~ when four subjects were dropped from the sample I three 
because of tabulation errors found in their selection score. on the ten items of 
Astin's MMPI Pd "Self-Esteem" factor scale and the fourth because an analysis 
of his TAT record revealed that he was psychotic. Since there was no follow-
UP of this cale, the validity of this diagnolis is not known. The entire sample 
was selected from the total Intake pOpulation of firat offenders received at the 
Depertment of Public Safety's Diagnostic DepOt at Jo11et, Illtnois over a 
seventeen-month period. They ranged in age from twenty to thirty-five years 
and they had an I.Q. ranging from 8S to 115. The educational range of the 
subjects was 7 to 13 years of schooling. 
B. Milbod. All offenders convicted of a felony in the northern part of 
the state and sentenced by the circuit courts to the DUnois State Penitentiary 
are received at the JoUet Diagnostic DepOt. They are retained at the depot for 
three weeks where they undergo custodial and diagnostic processing prior to 
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transfer to one of the four maximum security }:risons within the Department of 
Public Safety. During this processing pertod, all new offenders are routinely 
administered a battery of group psychological.creening tests oonsisting of the 
Revised Beta Examination, Stanford Achievement Test, and the Minnesota Multi-
phasio Personality Inventory (MMPI). The data derived from the Revised Beta 
Examinatlon and the MMPI formed the basis for selecting the two experimental 
groups as follows: Each new offender between the ages of twenty to thirty-
five who obtained both a non-verbal Beta 1.0. score of 85 to 115 and a val1d 
MMPI profUe (F scale raw score 16 or below) with the highest elevation on the 
Psychopathic DeViate (Pd) scale (T-score 68 and above) was selected and his 
MMPI answer sheet was scored to determine how he answered the ten items 
on Astin IS MMPI Pd Self-Esteem Factor Scale. Those offenders who answered 
seven or more of these ten Items as true were assigned to the Inadequate Psy-
chopathic DeViant group, whUe those answering seven or more of these ten 
items as false were aSSigned to the Inepty Psychopathio Deviant group. The 
compoSite MMPI profUe based on the mean T-soores of the two psychopathic 
groups is presented in Appendix I. 
The subjects were divided into two groups of thirty-eight eaoh and 
matched for age, I. Q ., race, educational level, and place of residence, as 
shown in Table 1. Critical ratios of .941, .520, and .308 were obtained for 
the age, I.Q., and educational variables respectively. These values do not 
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Table 1 
Summated Variables of the Two 
Groups of Subjects 
Inadequate Inept 
Population Psychopathic Psychopathic 
Variables Deviant Deviant 
Age 
Mean 25.5 26.3 
SD 4.1 4.0 
I.Q. 
Mean 102.9 102.1 
SD 8.0 1.1 
Race 
Vlhite 23 22 
Negro 15 16 
Education 
Mean 10.1 10.2 
SD 1.4 1.4 
Residence 
Urban 33 33 
Rural 5 5 
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reach the. 05 level; consequently, they indicate no significant differences 
between the two psychopathic deviant groups on these matched variables. 
c. Description of Astio's Self-Esteem factQI. The Seli-Esteem factor is 
one of five factors which Astin identified from a multiple groupfactor analysis 
of the MMPI Pd item Intercorrelations. This factor contains ten items with 
oblique loadings ranging from .62 to-. 66. The positive pole of this factor 
(items 94, 180, 201, 267) consists of statements denying social introversion 
and shyness. The negative pole (items 21, 61, 67, 102, 106, 171) contains 
statements admitting depression and guilt feelings. The ten items of Astin's 
MMPI Pd Self-Esteem factor with their item numbers, factor loadings, and 
keyed scoring direction are shown in Appendix II. 
D. Material and Administration. Thirteen TAT cards, as suggested by 
P,rnold (1962, p.50), were presented to each subject in the following sequen-
tlalorder: 1,2, 38M, 4, 68IvI, 78M, B8M, 10,11, 13Mf, 14, 16, and 20. 
Each subject was administered the TAT individually by the experimenter within 
one week following the subject's selection for the study. Except for one minor 
change, consisting of instructing each subject to tell, rather than write, as 
dramatic a story as he could about each picture, Arnold's Instructions for TAT 
administration as presented In her recent publ1cation (2) were followed. 
The rationale for the minor change in instructions cited above was 
based on the examiner's previous experiences in whtch he found that many 
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offenders were much more expressive verbally than in writing. Too frequently, 
offenders are able to write TAT stories only at a descriptive level; whereas, 
they are quite able to express themselves verbally in a more complete manner 
if what they have to say is being recorded by someone else. Following this 
procedure, the TAT protocols for each subject were obtained, typed, and then 
coded to prevent raters from identifying the "roups to which the protocols 
belonged. 
E. Desq1ption of Arnold's §9oQnQ SysRm. Arnold's scoring system con-
sists of summarized imports that are ordered into categories, headings, sub-
headings, and divisions. Within the schema, there are four categories which 
indicate the general theme of the import and are identified by Roman numerals 
I through IV that include the follOWing areas: I. Achievement, success, happi 
ness, active effort (or lack of it), n. Right and Wrong, m. Human Relation-
ship., and IV. Reaction to Adver.ity. Included under each category are head-
ing. identified by capital letters (A. , B. , C. , etc.) which specify the theme: 
subheadings Identified by numbers (1. ,2. ,3. ,etc. ).vhich indicate the way in 
which the problem cited in the theme can be resolved; and divisions Identified 
by small letters (a., b., c., etc.) which indicate the kind and quality of solu-
tion to the problem that can be obtained. 
Arnold describes the application of her scoring system in the follow-
ing manner: 
\ 
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••• scoring categories are intended as a help for"tltel.s~r< ',', '{ ....... "/ 
in deciding on the correct score ••• The import to be"'s~8d' 
must not be interpreted with the help of extraneous consid-
erations to fit the score, any more than the stories can be 
so interpreted in the formulation of imports. Rather, the 
meaning of the story is abstracted into an import, and the 
import Is compared with the summarized imports in the sOaring 
categories until the subheading and division are found that 
correspond to it. (1962, p.237) 
Thus, according to Arnold, every category with Its various subdivisions is de-
signed to indioate the general lines that are to be followed in sooring. In this 
respect, each category with Its ordered subdivisions is contained under four 
possible numerical scores indicated by very positive (+2), sl1ghtly positive 
(+1), slightly negative (-1), and strongly negative (-2). An import is scored 
+2 when it desertbes action which Is direct and positive; actton that is tndi-
rect or mildly positive is scored +1; absence of positive action is indicated by 
a -1 score; and -2 indicates extremely negattve or destructive action or atti-
tude. A complete description of Arnold's scoring system can be found in her 
recent publication (2). 
F. DeIC[lptlon of Vasslliou" Extension of Arnold's Scoring System. 
VassUiou (64) extended Arnold's scoring system to include scoring criteria for 
personallty disorders. Her scoring er1te1'1a follows the same ordering of sum-
marized imports into categories (I through IV), headif)gfl (A., B., C. ,etc.), 
subheadings (1.,2. ,3. ,etc.), and divisions (a. ,b. ,c. ,etc.), as found in 
Arnold's Scoring system. However, the major difference i8 that each category 
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with its respective subdivisions is contained under a single extremely negattv 
numerical Bcore (-2Pd). Vasslliou's extended scoring system Is shown in 
Appendix In. 
G. Qeslgn for Scoring the tAT Recqds. The original design required two 
raters, trained in Arnold's method of sequence analysts, to abstract and score 
the TAT imports of the seventy-six subjects. In relation to the original design 
two problems arose that necessitated a change. The first problem was that the 
onerousness of abstracting and scoring the imports from 987 TAT stories made 
it impossible to find two raters who would be wUl1ng to accept this demanding 
task. Secondly, many experienced rater. were so geographically removed that 
communioation dlffioulties would have made it unwise and impractioal for the 
experimenter to attempt to enlist their support. Consequently I the change in 
design took the form of increasing the number of raters to three, with one 
serving as the major rater and the other two serving as partial raters. The 
rater who abstracted and scored all of the imports from the seventy-six TAT 
records was deSignated as rater A. The two partial raters, designated aa ratera 
Band C, abstracted and scored the Imports from eighteen randomly selected 
TAT records. These eighteen TAT records, which were scored by the three 
raters I were used to determine inter-rater reliability. 
The three raters abstracted and scored the TAT imports independently. 
They used Arnold's scoring categories along with VassUtou'. sooring ampltfl-
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cation. A mimeograph worksheet, designed by the experimenter to include the 
parameters for scoring, was used by each of the three raters for recording the 
import scores of individual subjects. This mimeograph worksheet i8 shown in 
Appendix IV • 
H. Inter-Rater ReliabUttx Data. The following four scoring parameters 
were selected to determine inter-rater rel1abil1ty using Arnoldls scoring cate-
gories: 1) total numerical seon of each TAT record I 2) Individual numerical 
score for each TAT import, 3) category (I to IV) score for each TAT import I and 
4) the combined category (I to IV) score and Individual numerical score for 
each TAT import (e.g., +1,1; +l,II; +I,III; etc.). 
The first inter-rater comparison Involved the total numerical score 
which is described 8S the sum of the plus and minus scores for each TAT 
record. A rank correlation between the total numerical scores of each of the 
eighteen TAT records was computed for the three paired raters. The Spearmen 
rank correlation formula, Buggested by Edwards (17), yielded 8 correlation co-
efficient of -.21 between raters A and B and a +.14 between raters A and C. 
Neither of these values Is Significant at the .05 level. The correlation co-
efficient between raters Band C was +.74, which is significant well beyond 
the .001 level. 
The second inter-rater comparison dealt with the individual numeri-
cal score, which Is described as the quantitative plus or minus rating of each 
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TAT import. The individual numerical score for each of the 234 TAT imports 
was compared for the three paired raters by computing a chi-square test using 
a 4 x 2 contingency table. Since the percentage of cells having an expectant 
frequency of less than five wa. greater than the required twenty percent, the 
chi-square test could not be statistically used to compare the rater. on this 
variable. When the cell. were collapsed and the paired ratet's were compared 
on the gross "plus" or "minus" ratings for the 234 TAT imports, the chi-square 
test using a 2 x 2 contingency table yielded X2 values of 4.75 (P<.05 with 
1 df) for raters AB, 1.71 (P>.05 with 1 elf) for raters AC, and 76.05 (P<.OOl 
with 1 df) for rater. BC. With the cells collapsed, agreement between raters 
AB, AC, and BC on the gross .. plus" or .. minus t. ratings for the 234 TAT imports 
is 76.9", 66.2%, and 82.5% respectively. 
The third inter-rater comparison involved the category score which is 
the Roman numeral rating from I to IV that indicates the general theme of the 
import. The three paired raters were compared on the category score for each 
of the 234 TAT imports by computing a chi-square test using a 4 x 2 contingency 
table. The chi-square test yielded X2 values of 193.5 (P<.OOI with 9 df) for 
raters AB, 140.2 (P<.OOI with 9 df) for raters AC, and 507.1 (P<:.OOI with 
9 df) for raters BC. The percentage of agreeMent on the cl'ltegory ~core for the 
234 TAT imports for raters AB, AC, and BC i8 66.7", 60.3%, and 81.2% 
respectively. 
p:t 
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The last Inter-rater comparison consisted of the combined category 
Uto IV) and the indiVidual numerical score for each of the 234 TAT imports. 
These combined scores are described 81 the general theme area and the quan-
titative plus or minus rating for'each import. A chi-square test could not be 
statistically comPUted because the expected cell frequency of lesl than five 
for this combined scoring variable also exceeded the required twenty percent. 
Therefore, a percentage of agreement comparison between the three pe1red 
raters on the combined category score and Individual numerical I core Indicated 
that raters AB, AC, and BO were In agreement 33.8~, 24.4%, and 58.6% 
res pectively • 
The above reliability comparison shows that conSistently high inter-
rater rel1ab1l1ty was obtained between raters BO, while consistently low tnter-
rater reltab1l1ty was obtained between raters AB and AC. The vartation in rel1-
abUily coefficients and percentages of agreement among raters AS and 1..C war-
rants an explanation. ThIs consistent variation in the scoring of rater A, in 
contrast to raters Band C, Is suggestive of a systematic error. Thll error ls 
attributed to a btas on the part of rater A, who was apparently influenced by 
her knowledge of the fact that the TAT research records were those of prtson 
inmates. It i8 not uncommon for Judgmental bial to influence rating of offen-
ders. Such a blas stems from the stereotype assumption that all or m08t pris-
on offenders are conaldered psychopathic. This misconception has been per-
jiP 
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petuated by the loose application of this diagnosis to offenders in penal insti-
tutions. Hence, a bias is estabUshed which ls often generalized, as ln the 
case of rater A, purely on the basis of cursory information that the subjects to 
be rated were prison offenders. 
In view of the consistency of inter-rater reltabUlly in the scoring of 
the TAT imports between raters BC, the experimenter replaced rater A with rater 
B as the major rater. This change in the major rater necessitated rater B ab-
atracting and scoring the imports from the remaining fUty-eight TAT reoords • 
Rater B'I import scores obtained for all seventy-six TAT records were used in 
analyzing the dUferences in mottvational patterns between the inadcqu.::tlll aLd 
inept psychopathic deviant groups in this atudy. A sample story sequence an-
alysis of one TATrecord from each group is presented in Appendices V and VI. 
I. Stattstical Methgda. The TAT scoring categories used in comparing 
the inadequate and inept psychopathic groups are considered discrete variables. 
In view of this I the Chi-Square Test and the Mann-Whitney U test, as sug-
gested by Siegel (59), were used in the stattstical analysts of the data. The 
statistical comparisons employed to test the first two research hypotheses are 
outlined in the first two steps, whUe the qualitative analysis involving the 
third hypotheSiS is described in the last step: 
1) The two psychopathic deviant groups were compared on the 
basis of: 
p 
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a) the number of subjects with and those without 
positive (+) import soores in each of the four 
scoring categories (I, U ,IU , IV) • 
b) the number of subjects with total frequencies 
of negative (-) import scores above and below 
the median in each of the four scoring cate-
gories (I,u,m,M. 
2) The two groups were compared on the basis of the 
differences in the sum total of plus or minus numer-
Ical soores for each subject (e.g_, -13# +10, -21, eto.) 
3) The two groups were qual1tatlvely oompared on the 
baa is of the oontent derived from the s lqn1fioant 
quantitative differences found in the positive and 
negative imports scored in eaoh of the four scoring 
categories. 
The Chi-Square test was used in the first set of comparisons whUe 
the Mann-WhItney U test was employed in the seoond oomparison. The third 
oomparison conSisted of a descriptive analysis. A two-taUed test of slgnlf1-
canoe was used in the above statistical analysis with the level of probability 
set at .05. 
p 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The findings derived from the staUstical and qualitative analysis of 
the 987 TAT impOrt scores of the two psychopathic deviant groups are presented 
and discussed from the standpoint of the three hypotheses onginally adopted as 
the foci of this investigation. 
A. Hypothesis I. IhI. inadequAte JW!1.tba &nez psychopathic deviant 
groups l!:W differ s1qnWcAAtly in..tbI. ft,quency 2f potitiye !DSl negative Jm.-
l2QIb scored In..u.oh. 2f. Arnold' s 12Yr m sgq1ng gategories: 1. Achieyement, 
succe •• , Mppiness, activi effort (g[ JIg, m..IS); u. . .BlslbS and. Wrong; m. 
Human Relation,hips; and lI. Reaction ~ Adyersity. 
The teating of this hypothesis involved the separate comparison of 
the positive (+) and negative (-)imports scored In each of the four scoring cate-
gones (I-IV) for the two groups. A distributton of the total positive and nega-
ttve category scorea for each of the thtrty-etght subjects in the inadequate and 
the inept psychopathic deviant groups Is preaented in Appendices VB and VIII 
respectively. An inspection of these data reveals a predominance of negattve 
category scores for both groups. Since the distribution and frequency of 'posi-
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Table 2 
A Comperison of the Two Psychopathio Groups 
On the Frequenoyof Some and No Positive Category I Scores 
Group 
Inadequate 
Inept 
Some Posittve 
Category I 
Scores 
11 
7 
No Positive 
Category I X2 
Scores 
27 
1.16* 
31 
*In a two-taUed test with Idf, X2 must reach 3.84 to be 
signifioant at the • OS level. 
jiP 
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tive scores Is rather small, the two groups were compared on the basis of the 
number of subjects with some and with no positive scores in each category 
(I - IV). Table 2 shows the group differences in the number of subjects with 
some and with no positive Category I scores. Analysis of these difference. be-
tween the two psychopathic deviant groups with some and no poSitive Category 
I scores was not statistically signUlcant (X2-l • l6 ,di-l, ,..28) using a two-
ta11ed test. The hypothesis that the two groups would differ with res peat to the 
frequency of positive import scores in Category I (Achievement, success, hap-
piness, etc.) was not confirmed. 
S1nce there were an identical number of subjects in the two groups 
with some and no positive imports scored in Category n (12 and 26) and Cate-
gory IV (2 and 36) no group compartsons were made for either categories n or IV. 
However, an analysis of the frequencies of inadequate and inept psychopathic 
subjects with some and with no positive imports scored in Category m yielded a 
Significant difference (X2_1 • S4, df-I, P-<. 01) between the two groups as shown 
in Table 3. This significant find1ng confirms the hypothesis that the two psy-
chopathic groups would differ with respect to thefreq'Uency 0'1 positt" imports 
scored in Category nl. The difference is attributed to the significantly greater 
number of subjects in the inadequate psychopathic group than in the inept psy-
chopathic group with positive category nl (Human Relationships) scores. This 
finding suggests that one of the differences in the motivational patterns of the 
jiP 
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Table 3 
A Comparison of the Two Psychopathic Groups 
On the Frequency of Some and No Positive Category III Scores 
Group 
Inadequate 
Inept 
Some Positive 
Category m 
Scores 
17 
6 
No Positive 
Category III X2 
Scores 
21 
7.54* 
32 
*Sign1flcant, with Idf, P=<.OI using a two-talled test .. 
pi 
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two groups is revealed by the frequency of positive scores in Category III. 
The companson of the differences in the negative import scores in 
each oategory (I-IV)forthe two groups involved the seleotion of the median neg-
ative frequency score I then totaling the number of scores above and below the 
median for the thirty-eight subjects in each of the two psychopathic groups. 
Table 4 shows the group differences in the number of subjects with negattve 
Category I scores above and below the median. The findings based on the ohi 
square analysis of the data presented in Table 4 yielded groupdUferences whim 
were not signUicant (>(2.1•88 , df-l, P=.18). The hypotheSis that the negative 
imports scored in Category I (Aohievement, suocess, happ~ess, etc.) would sig-
nificantly differentiate the two psychopathic deviant groups was not confirmed. 
The next companson involved the difference in the frequency of nega-
tive imports scored in Category II by the subjects in the two groups. As indi-
cated in Table 5, the analysis of the group differenoes in the frequency of s ub-
Jecta with negattve Category II scores above and below the median is statisti-
cally si9l11ftcant cc2-s. 28, elf-I, P-<. 03). In oonfirmlng this hypotheSiS, the 
difference that emerged revealed significantly more inadequate psyohopathic 
aubJects with negative Category II (Right and V/rong) scores above the median 
than inept psychopathic subJects. This finding suggests that one of the diffe,... 
ences in the motivational patterns of the two groups is related to the frequency 
of negative scores In Category II. 
Table 4. 
A Comparison of the Two Psychopathic Groups 
On the Frequency of Negative Category I Scores 
Group 
Inadequate 
Inept 
Negative 
Category I Scores 
Above 
Median 
16 
22 
Below 
Median 
22 
16 
4S 
1.88* 
*In a two-tailed test with Idf, X2 must reach 3.84. to be sig-
nificant at the • as level. 
p 
Table 5 
A Comparison of the Two Psychopathic Groups 
On the Frequency of Negative Category II Scores 
Group 
Inadequate 
Inept 
Negative 
Category n Scores 
Above 
Median 
24 
14 
Below 
Median 
14 
24 
46 
5.28* 
*Sign1ficant, with Idf, P=<.03 using a two-tailed test. 
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As shown in Table 6, the third group comparison dealt with the dlffer-
ences in the number of subjects with negative import scores above and below 
the median in Category In. A chi-square analysis of this data yielded group 
differences which were not significant (X2_1•SS , df-l, pa.IS). In terms of 
this finding, the hypothe'is that the two psychopathic groups would differ sig-
nificantly in the frequency of negative Imports scored in Category m (Human 
Relationships) i. not conflrmed. 
Table 7 presents the last comparison involving the group differences 
in the number of subjects with negative Category IV scares above and below 
the median. A ch~square analysis of the data revealed that the two psycho-
pathic groups did not differ significantly (X2_3 • 36, df-l, P..07) relative to 
the frequency of negative imports scored in Category IV and therefore this 
finding does not support the hypathesis. 
B. HypotheSi, U. IhI.inad,guaW AD.Si.1b.c.ineRt RlvcAooathi9 $l1v1ant 
groups mil diU" sianUigantly JD .tb4 .I.\Wl1mll2f. posWVO .Qt negatiYI 
nwner1cal Scortl· 
The total numerical score. derived from the TAT imports of each sub-
Ject in the two groups were negative. I Hence, these negative total numerical 
scores were statistically compared using the Mann-Vlhitney U Test. Appendlx 
1 The negative scores are composed of imports scored by Arnold's system com-
bined with those imports scored by VassUiou's system. We are combining 
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Table 6 
A Comparison of the Two Psychopathic Groups 
On the Frequency of Negative Category UI Scores 
Negative 
x2 Group Cateqory UI Scores 
Above Below 
Median Median 
• 
Inadequate 16 22 
1.88* 
Inept 22 16 
*In a two-taUed test with Idf, x2 must reach 3.84 to be Sig-
nificant at the .05 level. 
p 
Table 1 
A Comparison of the Two Psychopathic Groups 
On the Frequency of Negative Category IV Scores 
Group 
Inadequate 
Inept 
NegaUv. 
Category IV Scor •• 
Above 
Median 
15 
23 
Below 
Median 
23 
15 
49 
3.36* 
*In a two-taUed test with Idf, Xl must reach 3.84 to be sig-
nificant at the .05 level. 
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IX shows the total negative numerical scores along with the corres pondlng rank 
scores for each of the thirty-eight subjects In the two groups. 2 
The Mann-Whitney U Test comparison for differences In the total nega-
ttve numerical scores for the two groups yielded a Z-l. 33. This Z value is not 
significant since P..18 using a two-talled test falls short of the established 
.05 criterion level. This finding does not support the second hypothesis that 
the Inadequate and the Inept psychopathic groups would differ Significantly 
with regards to their overall negative motivational attitudes as expressed In 
the total numerical scores. 
c. Hypotbe.l1 m. .If. significant quantitative differenges !Wl found m. 
Hypothls" L 1b&.!. qual1taUvl !De1ysls of the po,ll1VJ .2[ negative import 
1 these scores because they are negattve. That is, our asswnptton Is that neg-
attve scores are additive since both Arnold and VassUiou are In agreement as 
to the meaning and significance of a negative impOrt. Thus, if imports which 
carry a -2Pd score had been force-scored In Arnold's system, these imports 
would stll1 have carried a -2 value. In the light of this, we feel Justified In 
adding negative tmporU from the two scoring systems. It is the absolute nu-
merical value of the import that we are concerned with In this particular in-
stance. Thus, even though an import may carry a -2Pd score, it Is only the 
-2 value that is of importance. It is common knowledge that In order to make 
certain statisUcal operation with numbers that have been assigned to obser-
vation, the structure of assigning scores to observations must be Isomorphic 
to some numerical structure which Includes these operations. Both Arnold's 
and Vassi!1ou's scoring systems are isomorphic In that they are the same In 
the numencal relations and operations they allow. 
2 in those instances where a subject's total negattve numerical score included 
both normal and Pd scores, these scores are separated In parenthesis next 
to the toal sCOI'e as a point of information for the reader. 
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~gntent ~ l1Ild aual1tAtiye differences in ,..ttttudinal Pltterns betw.en.tbl. 
Jpadegytte yg 1bI. inept psyghopathic aroups. 
The testing of this hypothesis involved a separate qualttaUve analy-
sis of the two Significant quantitative group diff.rences found in the positive 
Category m scores and the negattve Category D scores 10 hypothesi. I. The 
firat qualltative analysis consisted of a descrtptlve comparison of the different 
attitudes as revealed In the posit1ve Category m (Human Relationships) im-
porta of the subjeotl in the two psychopathic groups. These positive category 
m imports derived from the TAT stones of the seventeen subJeots tn the inade-
quate psychopathic group and the six subjects in the inept psychopathic group 
are presented in Appendices X and XI respectively. A comparative analysis of 
these posit1ve imports Indicates that the inadequate psyohopaths show the fol-
lowing attitudinal differences towards human relationships: Tbey are more In-
c11ned to view good relations as desirable and therefore they are wtlllng to 
settle differences or misunderstandings by talking things over or by asking 
others to Intercede for them. They tend to rely on others to help them resolve 
their diffioulties and problems. Likewtse I they show a wW10gness to recon-
Sider th.ir aottons If others disagree and to heed the advice of those more ex-
perl.nced than themselv.s. In fact I their posit1ve actions are influenced by 
others who convince them that taking reasonable acUons are more effeottve 
and 1.ss harmful than emotional action. Finally, they expr'eS' an optimistic 
... 
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hope for a better Ufe which will enable them to find peace, security, and con-
tentment, but they do not indicate how they expect to achieve their desired 
goals. In contrast, the inepts exhibit the follow in; attitudes toward human re-
lations: They belteve that good relations are not dependent upon mutual affec-
tton or good wUI, but are the result of chance. Moreover, they regard good re-
lations as desirable but purely in terms of what others oan do for them. In 
fact, they expect others to give in to their demands and wishes re;er-dless of 
the imposition on them. They believe that all they have to do to demonstrate 
their love and insure happiness is to express or display affectlon. However, 
when things go wrong, they show no hesitation about severing relations with 
others and, once they make up their mind to do so, they resist any efforts at 
reconciliation. Likewise, they refuse to depend on or Usten to the advice of 
:",~r~rs ~ but do as they please beoause they are convinced they know what is 
best for them. Finally, they view life as a struggle in which only the strong 
survive t so they belteve you have to look out for yourself; otherwise, you will 
be destroyed. 
The second qualitative analysis consisted of a descriptive compan-
son of the different attitudes revealed in the negative Category n (Right and 
Wrong) imports of the subjects in the two psychopathic groups whoae frequency 
vf negattve Category II acores was above the median. These negative Cate-
gory II imports, derived from the TATstortes of the twenty-four subjects in the 
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madequate psychopathic group and the fourteen subjects in the inept group, are 
presented in Appendices XII and XIII respectively. The differences in the nega-
tive attitudes expres sed toward Right and Vlrong by tile two psychopathic groups 
are described as follows: The inadequate. view wrongdoing as a matter of per-
sonal relations or social conventions which get them into trouble without any 
reallzation that the punishment they receive is Just or deserved. They tend to 
make easy promises because they are optimistic in expecting everything will 
turn out well, including their behavior. They will do what they are supposed to 
do when pressured by others, but on the whole they try to take the easy way 
out to the extent of disavowing or covering UP their transgressionl • However, 
they are extremely dependent on others or on fate to make things eaSier fot them 
because they hope to be spared the conlequences of their actions. Moreover I 
they are convinced that they are not responsible for their actions becausethey 
are victims of circumstances and they can do nothing about 1t. They hope that 
everything will turn out aU right without their having to do anything about It. 
On the other hand, the inepts do not conllder personal ot social wrongdoing as 
a source of trouble since others will f~ive them for what they have done. In 
fact I they believe that trouble can be avoided simply by admitting their fault 
ot saying they are sony. Moreover I they are convinced that punishment for 
wrongdoing can be avoided altogether or they can avoid it by covering up their 
wrongdoing from others. They regard punishment as undesirable since it 
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serves no other purpose except to arouse their resentment and self-pity. 
Inasmuch as some of Arnold's students have recently been working 
with the classification of imports on the basis of active and passive attitudes, 
the decision was made to extend the analysts to include a comparison of the 
two psychopathic groups in terms of active and passive attitudes. The primary 
purpose in using this scoring dimension ts to determine the effectiveness with 
which any or all features of Arnold's scoring system is able to separate the two 
groups. Therefore, it i8 hypothesized that the inadequate and the inept psycho-
pathic deViant groups will differ significantly in the frequency of active and 
passive imports scored in each of Arnold's four scoring categories (I - IV). 
The normal and Pd imports of the two psychopathic groups were assign-
ed to either the active or passive category according to the criteria established 
by Fields (la). Her criteria for classifying an import as either active or passive 
was based on the degree of act1v1ty or passivity expressed by the specific 
scores found in Arnold's normal sooring system (2) and Vasstliou's Pd scoring 
system (see Appendix IU). Separate list8 containing the normal and the Pd im-
port scores obtained by the two psychopathic groups which were classified as 
active (A) or passive (P) are presented in Appendioes XlV and XVrespectlvely. 
The categorical distribution of the positive and negative active scores and the 
positive and negative passive scores for the subjects in the two groups con-
tained too few frequencies In the variables under consideratton to allow any 
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valld statistical comparison. In order to render the data more amenable to 
staUstical analysis, both the normal and Pd imports with positive and negative 
active soores and with positive and negative passive scores were oollapsed 
into active and passive soores. The categorical distribution of these active 
and passive soores for each of the thtrty-eight subjects in the inadequate and 
the Inept psychopathic groups are shown in Appendioes XVI and XVII respeo-
tively. 
The two groups were compared on the basiS of the frequency of the ao-
tive and passive scor.s above and below the median in eaoh of the four cate-
gories (I-IV) forthe to.vo psychopathic groups. No statistical analysis could be 
made for the first comparison InvolvlnQ the active (normal and Pd) scores In 
Category I (Achievement, success, happiness, etc.) because the frequenoy of 
acttve soores above and below the median was identioal (19 and 19) for the sub-
Jeots In the two psychopathic groups. Th. comparison of the differences In the 
frequency of the comJ,lned normal and Pd paaslve soores In Category Ifor the 
subjects In the two Qroups is presented In Table 8. A chi-square analysiS of 
the differences In frequency of these passive scores in Category I (Aohieve-
ment, sucoes., happiness, etc.) between the two groups was not statistioally 
siQniflcant (X2.1•88 , df-l, 1>-.18). 
The c;;rroup differenoes relative to the combined normal and Pd aotive 
scores in Category n (Right and Wrong) could not be oompared statistica1ly slnoe 
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there were an identical number of subjects (19 and 19) in the two groups wtth 
active scores above and below the median in category n. The comparison of 
the frequency of the combined normal and Pd passive scores above and below 
the median in category n for the two groups is presented in Table 9. A chi-
square analysts of the differences between the two groups In passive Category 
n scores is statistically significant (X2_S• 28 # df-l, p.<. 03) • Ins pection of 
Table 9 reveals that this Significant finding 11 accounted for by the substan-
tially larger number of subjects in the inadequate group than in the inept group 
with passive scores above the median in category n (Right and V/rong). This 
would suggest that the subjects in the inadequate psychopathic group exhibit 
more passive attitudes toward Right and Wrong action than the inept psychopath-
ic group. 
The next comparison involved the difference in the frequency of the 
combined normal and Pd active scores above and below the median in Category 
m forthe subjects in the two groups as shown in Table 10. Analysis of the data 
~esented in Table 10 indicates that the two groups differ significantly (X2. 
5.28, dt-l# P.<.03) relative to the number of subjects above and below the 
median with active scores in category m (Human Relationships). This differ-
ence Is based on the significantly larger number of subjects in the inept group 
with combined normal and Pd active scores above the median in category m. 
This finding suggests that the inept psychopathic subjects are more inclined to 
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Table 8 
A Comparison of the Two Psychopathic Groups on the 
Frequency of Combined Normal and Pd Passive Category I Scores 
Normal/Pd Passive 
X2 Group Category I Scores 
Above Below 
Median Med1an 
, 
Inadequate 16 22 
1.88* 
Inept 22 16 
*In a two-talled test with Idf, X2 must reach 3.84 to be signifi-
cant at the .05 level. 
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Table 9 
A Comparison of the Two Psychopathic Groups on the 
Frequency of Combined Normal and Pd Passive Category II Scores 
Group 
Inadequate 
Inept 
Normal/Pel Passive 
Category II Scores 
Above 
Median 
24 
14 
Below 
Median 
14 
24 
.Slgnificant, with Idf, P.<.03 using a two-tailed teat. 
5.28* 
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Table 10 
A Comparison of the Two Psychopathic Groups on the 
Frequency of Combined Normal and Pd Active Category UI Scores 
Group 
Inadequate 
Inept 
Normal/Pd Active 
Category m Scores 
Above 
Median 
14 
24 
Below 
Median 
24 
14 
·Significant, P. <. 03 with Idf using a two-taUed test. 
5.28* 
pi 
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show active attitudes toward Human Relationships (Category m) than the inad-
equate psychopathic subJects. 
The comparison of the two groups in terms of the frequency of the com 
bined normal and Pel passive scores above and below the median in Category m 
Is shown in Table 11. A chi-square analysis of the differences between the two 
groups in the passive Category m (Human Relationships) scores was not statis-
tically significant (X2-o. 21 , dfal, P..66). 
A companson of the differences in the frequency of the combined nor-
mal and Pd active scores above and below the median in Category IV Is presented 
in Table 12. Analysis of this data indioates that the two psychopathic groups 
are Significantly different (X2·S•28 , df-l, P.<.03) with respect to the number 
of subjects with combined normal and Pd active scores in Category IV(Reaction to 
Adversity). This obtained difference is due to the significantly greater number 
of inept psychopathic subjects with acttve Category IV scores above the medi-
an. ThIs finding suggests that the subjects in the inept group exhibit more ac-
tive attitude. toward Adver.ity (Category IV) than subjects in the inadequate 
group. 
The final compan.on deals with the group differences in the frequency 
of the oombined normal and Pd passive soore. above and below the median in 
Category IV as presented in Table 13. A ohi-square analysis of this data re-
veals that the difference between the two psyohopathio groups on this sooring 
p 
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Table 11 
A Comparison of the Two Psychopathic Groups on the 
Frequency of Combined Normal and Pd Passtve Category m Scores 
Group 
Inadequate 
Inept 
Normal/Pd Passtve 
Category m Scores 
Above 
Median 
20 
18 
Below 
Median 
18 
20 
0.21* 
*In a two-taU.d test with Idf, X2 must reach 3.84 to be signifi-
cant at the • OS level. 
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Table 12 
A Comparison of the Two Psychopathic Groups on the 
Frequency of Combined Normal and Pd Active Category IV Scores 
Group 
Inadequate 
Inept 
Normal/Pd Active 
Category IV Scores 
Above 
Median 
14 
24 
Below 
Median 
24 
14 
*SlgnUlcant, with Idf I 1'=<.03 using a two-tailed test. 
5.28* 
jIP 
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Table 13 
A Comparlson of the Two Psychopathic Groups on the 
Frequency of Combined Normal and Pd Palsive Cate~ory IV Scores 
Group 
Inadequate 
Inept 
NormaVPd Palslve 
cate~ory IV Scores 
Above 
Median 
17 
21 
Below 
Median 
21 
17 
0.84* 
*In a two-tailed test with Idf, x2 must reach 3.84 to be signifi-
cant at the .05 level. 
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variable is not statistically significant cx2-0. 84, df-l, p.. 31). 
D. Disaus.ion. The f1nd1ngs 1n the present study lend support to the 
dictive validity of Arnold's method of story sequence analysis and scoring 1n 
dUferentiating the inadequate and the 1nept bipolar Pel factored dimensions of 
psychopathy. In particular, the qualitative group dUferencel clearly demon-
strated that her method is a powerful teohnique for mak1ng fine personality 
(attitudinal) discriminations. These differential attitudinal pattern. of the two 
psychopathl0 groups also emp1r1cal1y support Cameron and Magarets' (10) de-
scription of the theoretical differences 1n the technique' of social particlpetlon 
which characterized the 1nadequate and inept social deviants. In respect to 
these differenoes, the authors describe the inadequate as one who hal not ef-
fectlvely developed the role of active social participant demanded by adult so-
ciety. Moreover, he partially recognizes his soo1al inadequacies and forms 
passive, dependent attachments to others and allows him. elf to be easily in-
fluenced by them. The inept is described as one who has acquired the tech-
niques of active social participant, but uae' these technique. in ways which 
are unacceptable and inappropriate to adult society. In addition, he denies 
his social ineptness and engages 1n fleeting and superficial relationships 
which allow him to manipulate and exploit others for his own advantage. Simi-
lar differences 1n the techniques of social participation were found for our two 
psychopathio groups in the contrasting patterns of both the POSitive attitudes 
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expressed toward human relationships and the negative attitudes expressed to-
ward right and wrong actions or intentions. 
The contrasting attitudes of our two psychopathic groups toward hu-
man relationships are described as follows: the inadequates consider good re-
lations as desirable but not easUy maintained I so they have to depend upon 
others to help them resolve any difficulties or problems that arise in their rela-
tionships. Their dependence upon others is further reflected in a wUlingness to 
abandon their course of action and passively follow the adv1ce and Judgment of 
others. In keeping with their dependency, they express a hopeful optimism 
that a better life wUI bring happiness and oontentment without indicating how 
this is to be done. The inepta, on the other hand I belleve good relations occur 
by chance and therefore regard them as desirable only in terms of what they cw. 
get out of them. In fact, they expect others to give in to their demands and 
wishes while simultaneously ignoring the feelings of others. They believe that 
dis playing affection is all that Is required to demonstrate their love and insure 
happiness. Yet, they sever relations with others at the slightest disturbance 
and refuse any attempts to reaonct11ate. Moreover, they reSist complying with 
others and act independently because they are convinced they know what is 
best fe.- them. Ukewlse, they perceive life as a struggle in which only the 
strong survive, so they belleve you have to think of yourself; otherwise I you 
wUI be destroyed. 
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The contrasting pattems of negative attitudes relattve to right and 
wrong actions and intentions indicate that the Inadequates feel themselves at 
the mercy of social forces that impinge upon them in the face of their wrong-
doing. However, they have no real appreoiation of right and wrong since they 
merely associate wrongdOing with getting into trouble. They resort to making 
chlldllke resolutions when their wrongdoing Is detected because their easy 
promises reflect an unrealistic optimism that expects everything, including 
their behavior, to tum out well. Since the Inadequates have 11tt1e conception 
of right and wrong, they have to depend on others to find out what is right and 
what Is wrong. It never occurs to them to do anything about their actions be-
cause it's either too late or someone else will do what is neoe.sary. In view 
of their social impOtence (helplessness) they limply do what they do or what 
seems to be expedient at the Ume, hoping it will 8omehow tum out all right. 
On the other hand, the tnepta are much more skWfulln dealing with 
80cial forces when confronted with their wrongdoing. Their readinesl to admit 
orto apOlogize for their transgressions are manipulative teohniques designed 
to disarm others and thereby reduce the conseC!uenoes of thf!ir wrong actionl or 
Intentions. These manipulative tactics by the Inepta indicate they are much 
more perdeptlve relative to the 8oclal1mpl1cations of right and wrong than the 
inadequate a • Although the Inepta may disregard social preScriptions I they are 
able to ule their social skUll for their own advantage whUe seeking to avoid 
F 
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alienating others or committing themselves to any promises for change or 
reform. 
In the extended analysis of the active/passive import scoring verta-
bles, three significant differences were found between the two psychopathic 
groups. The firlt group difference was obtained in the Category D (Right and 
Wrong) imports scored passtve. This finding reveals that the inadequates ex-
hibit more passive and dooUe attitudes in the imports to Category II than the 
inepts. This overriding passiVity is consistent with the excessive helpless-
ness and dependence that seems to be so characteristic of the inadequate psy-
chopathic group. The second group difference was derived from the Category 
m (Human Relattonshlps) Imports leored acttve. Specifically, the inept psycho-
pathic group differed Ilgn1ficantly from the Inadequate psychopathic group in 
expression of active attitudes toward Human Relationships (Category m). This 
difference Is interpreted to mean that the Inepts are generally capricious and 
exploitative in their relationship with others. Such negative attitudes on the 
part of the inepts tend to be the polar OPPOSite of the passivity and dependency 
which typifies the Inadequates' relattonships with people. This contrast is 
further exemplified by the ab •• nce of self-commitment or personal involvement 
with others which seems to characterize the Inept's human relationships. In 
other words, the lnepts generally establish relationships because of some se!f-
seeking moUve and once such relationships are no longer advantageous, they 
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end them with little effort or concern. Moreover, such indifference and cal-
lousness is also reflected in their dOing as they please regardless of what 
others might say or what general welfare may dictate. 
The last group difference was found in the Category IV (Reactions to 
Adversity)1mPQrts scored active. The inept psychopathic group again differed 
significantly in their expression of active attitudes toward Reactions to Adver-
sity (Category M from the inadequate psychopathic group. Since there were 
only two normal poSitive active scores in Category IV, all the remaining active 
scores were negative, including one Pd active negative sCCl'e in the inept group 
as shown in Appendix xvm. The difference in the active Category IV impart 
scores for the inepts suggests that they are inclined to view adverSity lightly 
and generally offer some phony or altogether unlikely means to overoome it. 
These attitudes appear to be an extension of those found in the active Cate-
gory ID. scores. 
These findings obtained in the analysis of the combined nonnal and Pd 
active and passive scoring vanables seem to support the quantitative and qual-
itative group differenoes in the positive attitudes toward Human Relationships 
(Category m) and the negattve attitudes toward Right and Vlrong (Category n) 
cited previously. 
In summary, the analysis of these data serve not only to support our 
hypotheSiS regarding the discriminatory power of Arnold's teohniques of Story 
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Sequence Analysis I but the data also provides objective evidence toward the 
construct validity of the concepts of tnadequate and tnept psychopathic deviants 
developed by Cameron and Magaret (10). Clearly however, much more research 
is needed in the area of the psychopathic deviant. VIe are suggesttng that all 
factored dimensions of psychopathy as defined by Astin (3) I Monroe (44), and 
others are tn need of systematic inquiry with Arnold's method of Story Sequence 
Analysis. Not only is her method of analysis reliable and valtd, but it also seems 
to provide us with the needed attltudtnal and motivational patterns that serve 
to clarify the underlytng personality dynamics for a variety of areas of psycho-
pathology. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
A. Procedure. This inquiry was designed to determine the effectiveness 
of Arnold's method of story sequence analysts in differentiating the motivational 
pattems of inadequate and inept dimensions of psychopathy. The subjects con-
sisted of seventy-six male adult incarcerated offenders who were matched ac-
cording to age. I. Q • , race I educational level, and place of residence. The two 
experimental groups were selected on the basts of elevated scores on the MMPI 
Pd scale (T"'score 68 or above) and the number of items scored true or false on 
the Astin Self-Esteem Factor Pd Scale. Subjects with seven or more items 
scored true were designated as the inadequate (low self-esteem) psychopathic 
group and those with seven or more items scored false were designated as the 
inept (hlgh self-esteem) psychopathic group. Thirteen TAT cards were admin-
istered individually to each subject within one week after his selection for the 
study. The subjects gave their stories verbally to an experienced examiner 
who recorded them verbatim. 
The original deSign called for two raters trained in Arnold's method of 
story sequence analysis. However, since it was only possible to find one rater 
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wUl1ng to abstract and score the 987 TAT imports, a mod1fication In design be-
came necessary. This modUication Involved substituting two partial raters for 
the second major rater. The three raters worked Independently in abstracting 
and scoring the TAT imports. They used Arnold's scoring categories together 
with the scoring categories for Personellty Disorders developed by Vas.Uiou. 
The major rater (A) abstracted and scored all 987 TAT lmports while the two par-
tial raters (B and C) abstracted and scored 234 TAT imports from eighteen ran-
domly selected TAT protocols. The import scores of the three raters t derived 
from these eighteen TAT protocols, were used to determine inter-rater reUabUlty 
of the major rater. 
In view of the scoring Inconsistency of rater A when compared to raters 
B and C and the consistency of inter-rater re11abUity in the scoring of the TAT 
imports between the partial raters B and C, the experimenter replaced rater A 
with rater B as the major rater. This change In the major rater nece.sitated ra-
ter B abstracting and soorlng the imports from the remaining ftfty-elght TAT re-
cords. Rater B's import Icores obtained for all seventy-six TAT reoords were 
used in analyzing the differences in motivational patterns between the inade-
quate and the inept psychopathio deviant groups in this study. 
In order to test the research hYpOtheses, two statistical steps and one 
quaUtatlve step were employed to compare the two psyohopathic groups on the 
basts of Arnold's TAT scoring categories. Fust, the chi-square test was used 
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to compare the two groups In terms of the differences: a) In the number of sub-
jects with some and with no positive imports In each of the four scoring cate-
gortes U to IV) and, b) In the frequencies of negative import scores in each of 
the four scoring categones (I to IV). Secondly, the Mann-Whitney U Test was 
used to compare the two groups on the basiS of differences In the sum total of 
plus or minus numerical scores for each subject (-13; +lO~ -21, etc.). Thirdly, 
the two groups were quaUtaUvely compared In terms of the Import content de-
rived from the quantitative differences In the positive or negative seortng var-
iables. An additional stattstical analysis was made using the chi-square test 
to compare the two groups on the basis of differences in the combined normal 
and Pel active and passive Imports scored In each of the four scoring catego-
ries (I to IV). A two-taUed test of Significance was used in the statistical 
analysis with the level of confidence set at .05. 
B. Results. Significant differences between the two psychopathic groups 
were found in the posit1ve imports scored In the area of Human Relattonshlps 
and in the negative imports scored in the area of Right and Wrong. The con-
trasting attttudes of the two groups toward human relationships are as follows: 
The inadequates consider good relaUons destrable and they will enUst the help 
of others to maintain them. They are easUy influenced by others who tell them 
what ts best for them to do. Although they express a hope for a better life, 
they have no plan for achieving it. On the other hand, the inepts view good 
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relations as desirable, but meaningful only in the sense of what others can and 
wUI dofor them. They sever relationships without regrets and resist any effortl 
at reconcUiation. They refuse to conform because they are stubborn and oon-
temptuous of others who try to tell them what to do. In fact, they believe sur-
vival in life depends on looklng out for yourself regardless of what happens. 
In the area of Right and Wrong, the oontrastlng negative attitudes of 
the two groups are as follows: The inadequates have no appreolatlon of right and 
wrong and therefore, they have to depend upon others to provide guidelines for 
their behavior. They offer easy yet unrealistic promises to amend their behav-
ior, but they never get around to doing anything about the.e promises. They de 
what is expedient and hope that it will somehow tum out all right. On the 
other hand, the inepts are aware of the implications of right and wrong, but 
they believe unpleasant CODsequences can be avoided simply by admitting their 
fault or saying they are sorry. They manipulate others for their own advantage 
while seeking to avoid alienating other. or committing themselves to any prom-
l,e, for changing their behavior. They regard punishment as serving no useful 
purpose except to arouse their resentment and self-pity. These contra.tlng 
attitudinal patterns characterized In the inadequates' dependenoy, helpless-
nes" and passivity on the one hand and the Inept" non-conformity, manipula-
tion, and exploitation on the other hand empirically suppOrt Cameron and 
Magarets' (10) theoretical desortptlon of the inadequate as laoklng the tech-
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niques of social participation and hence using them ineffectually and the inept 
as acquiring the techniques of social participation but using them inappropri-
ately with respect to adult society. 
The additional findings relative to the analYSis of the combinednormal 
and Pd active and passive attitudinal patterns also revealed three Significant 
differences between the two groups. These differences were characterized by 
the extenSively passive;: attitude of the inadequates toward Right and V/rong 
(Category U) and by the greater active attitudets of the inepts tcward Human 
Relationships (CateQt.xy ill) and Reaction to Adversity (Oategory M. These 
significant findings regarding aettv. and passive attitudes seem to support the 
quantitative and qualitative differences In positive attitudes toward Human Re-
lationships and negative attitudes toward Right and V/rong cited previously for 
the two groups. 
O. Conclusions. This inquiry, though limited, has estabUshed additional 
evidence for the val1dity of Arnold'. method of story sequence analysis. In 
seeking to differentiate two pole. of a single dimenSion of psychopathy, we 
subjected Arnold's scoring system to a critical test. Most studies of this kind 
are directed toward differentiating highly dissimilar groups, while our groups 
were highly similar, yet Arnold's method was able to make the fine dlscr1mina-
tions needed to separate tbe groups. 
In the llgbt of the findings, we feel that subsequent fesearch with 
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Arnold's method should be directed toward the systematic collection of nonna-
tive data on a vartety of different diagnostic groups. Moreover, we believe that 
in view of the recent research with the MMPI, it i8 one of the most useful cri-
terion instruments for the develeflIDent of these norms. Reliance on an objective 
criterion wUllnit1ally be far more fruitful than coarse clinical Judgment with 
its many problems of valldity. Witness the fact that we included VassUiou' s 
scoring crtterta for Personality Di80rder along with Arnold' 8 scoring categories 
However, VassUiou's Pd criteria were 80 infraquently scored that they were not 
useful In differenttaUng the two MMPI?d groUPs. More importantly, Arnold's 
existing scoring categorieS were able to differentiate the two groups without 
the need for any unique Personality Disorder score. It Is not unlikely that oth-
er diagnostic groups can be accurately differentiated with Arnold's SCoring cat-
egories as they presently stand. 
Let It be recognized that In spite of the positive flndlngs, the present 
inquiry does have oertaln limitations. The foremost among these limitations is 
the fact that a control group of normals was not used. The absence of such a 
oontrol group places restrictions upon our interpretations of what our two psy-
chopathic groups are really like. By this, we mean that it is important to know 
not only how inadequate and inept psychopaths differ from each other, but more 
importantly, how each of these groups differ from groups of normal subJects. 
ABSTRACT 
The attitudinal patterns of two 9l'Oups of incarcerated male adult psy-
chopaths were compared in order to ascertain the predictive validity of Arnold's 
method of TAT Story Sequence Analysis. Psychopathy was emptrically defined 
using the MMPl Pd scale refined by Astin's Self-Esteem Factor Scale of psy-
chopathy. The Self-Esteem Factored Scale i8 bipolar and seems to conform wltll 
the theoretical assumptions of Cameron and Mag8I"Qt regarding inadequate and 
inept psychopathic deviants. Applying Arnold's Method of Story Sequence Anal-
ysis as the predictor variable and the MMPI as the criterion variable I five Sig-
nificant differences were obtained. The vanables that had significant disor1m-
inating powers are as follows: 1) Positive Category UI sc«e. (attitudes toward 
Human Relationships); 2) negative Category n scores (atUtudes toward Right and 
Wrong); 3) passive attitudes toward Right and Wrong (Category n); 4) active 
att!tudes toward Human Relationships (Category m); and 5) aoUve attitudes 
toward Adversity (Category IV). These results partially substantiate t!:f~ pre-
dioUve validity of Arnold's method of TAT Analysts. 
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APPENDIX II 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TEN MMPI Pel ITEMS 
IN THE FACTOR I SELF-ESTEEM SCALE 
Item Scored Key 
Number Description Direction 
21 At Urnes I have very much wanted to leave home. (-.45) T 
61 I have not lived the right kind of life. (-.41) T 
67 I wish I could be a_ happy .s others seem to be. (-.65) T 
94 I do many thing- which I regret afterwards. (I regret thlnos 
more, or more often than others seem to.) (-.54) T 
102 My hardest battles are with myself. (-.66) T 
106 Much of the time I feel as if I have done something wrong 
or evU. (-.66) T 
171 It makes me uncomfortable to put on a stunt at a party, even 
when others are doing the same sort of things. (.62) F 
180 I find It hard to make talk when I meet new people. (.70) F 
201 I wish I were not so shy. (.56) F 
267 When in a group of people, I have trouble thinking of the 
noht thtnoa to talk about. (.66) F 
84 
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APPENDIX III 
SCORING CRITERIA FOR PERSONALITY DISORDERS 
I. AQHlEVEMENT. SUCCESS. HAPPINESS« ACTIVE &FFQRT (QB LACK OF II) 
A. Goal. , PurPQ"s 
-2Pd 
1. NQ qPIJ.-an attempt to Justify the .ituation without goodreason 
a. since the future is unknown 
b. becau.e one hal to take it easy 
c. goals" have to hit one's mind" 
2. Gal' trt not atttiMb1t 
a. It is a wa.te of We trying 
b. des pite active effort becau.e of 
i. external tnterference 
11. other material difficulties 
3 • Sueges. i. a naturtl qutc;qme (Why success i. achieved seems 
completely clear to stcry teUer but totaUy unolear to the reade" 
a. because of high ambitions 
b. it i, brought about by external factor, - not depending on 
individual (e.g. one eventually matures and one', dream, 
come true 
4. Succe" 1, extremelY unoeaam (Three or men qualttattve term. 
in the story I such a, maybe, I guess I who knows # probably I 
etc. whtoh cut down the strength of action reported considera:", 
bly) 
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s. Concern With hapm's,: Happlnes. Is possible or probable 
but glvln to one from outSide: by 
a. others 
b. events (e. g. if one il the focus of attention, If one Is 
loved, if one has nice dr.ams, 1f pleasant thoughts come 
to one) 
8. Meanl laken toward a 9001 
-2N 
1. Means will be oH'04 to ygu (no action - no outcome) 
2. 6UQcess fOllows on,'. oomtna \lP with a bright idla« inltead 
9f aettye tUm 
3. Att1t\lde toward work 
a. having to work II generally resented becaus, 
1. it 1. bad( •• g. school Is bad but work i8 werle) 
11. others impos. too much work on you, exploit you, 
st.al the fruit of your work 
ttt. competition is us.le •• since others are unfair 
h. work Is done only when one cannot get by without 
werking (e.g. when othe8say - no work-no pay) 
o. violent re\lOtion to requ~st for work (e.g. break the tools, 
want to hit thoa. who want to make you work, but don't 
do It because they are strong) 
d. work. should be left to othen (e. g. leave the other. do the 
work. Do as you please to get what you want and forget 
worle) 
D. BIGHT AND WRONG (Well-intentioned, reasonable, respon.ible aetlon 
versus Ul-intentioned, impulsive, harmful, irresponsible action) 
A. As;Uon, 
-2Pd 
1. One "IP get bY 'tY1tb yaongdoing W ,mpulsiye action 
a. wrongdoing is followed by neither punishment nor 
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repentance and resUtutlon; you can glt by with It 
b. you just .sk forgiveness and allis weU 
2. V/ron9dolng i. tu.tUted« de.kabl. 
a. but It I. exhausting 
b. but sometimes gets you into trouble 
c. but you are .cared after doing it 
d. in self-defense you do as you please 
e. because It Is caused by: 
I. lone11nesl, reJectton 
11. emotiona11ty 
11i. mental sicknes s 
iv. unhappy childhood 
3. One ".11;.s thAt 0JlI hal stone som.thing lmpulllu but it I. 
too lite to do tnvth1Qg abgyt it 
4. SbUSing q.ponsibWtv for re.tltutlon or cure to other. 
a. after doing something wrong, impulsive, etc. others have 
• re.ponltbl11ty to: 
i. cure you 
11. produce fact to cour up for 1IIOU 
111. lave you from trouble 
5. Othc, attempt to correct go.« I. ,trongly re.ented 
•• wrongdoer attributed :tll-Intentlon. It) the one who tries 
to stop htm (e. g. others are out to get you) 
b. reactlonl to tho •• who attempt to discipline Is violent 
1. force them away t and they'Uleave you alone 
U. lubmlt so they'Uleave you alone 
B. Effects of Punl'hmlDt 
-2Pd 
1. funl,hm.nt 11 s.en a, DYing. on the part of othtn and Is 
strongly ElI'nWl 
2 • Punishment HI DO effe2l (e. g. you go back to It aame old stuft") 
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3. Punt._At can be avoided U on. 1. lucky. 
III. DUMAN BEUIJONSHIPS 
-2Pd 
A. Bad Relations 
1. Lagk of love lead. to wrongdoing 
B. 1nf1uenc, of others 
-2Pd 
1. Ul-lgtenUon. are attributed to other! and are 'I_ •• ed with 
strona words: others 
a. interf.re and spoll your happiness 
b. harm you (even when dead) 
c. pester you 
d. leave you alone only when you lubmit 
2. Ptherl faU whtP they are expected .Ad 'UPROled to do 'ome-
thing for YOW they 
a. de.ert you when they are most needed 
b. are never of any use 
c. wUlleam to love you only when it Is too late 
3. Mixed "'Ung toward others: 
a. re.train you but also comfort you 
b. may help but may also harm 
c. may be good but also may be bad 
4. Demanding b.lp and symQJthy from other. bec.ys. one QIf-
caive' oneself as a ytct1m (e. g. others must sympathize with 
you since life made you a 101er) 
s. No attempt to in.alt OIl own right to choose one'l courte of 
life; 'ubmtt to gth •• 
a. to serve your purpose 
b. to get by with thing. 
c. make th.m leave you alone 
89 
6. Aarutble adm, from oth.rs is one's rtaht: 
a.. It is taken only when it ls what you want to hear . 
b. others are responsible for telUng you how to run your life 
c. Influ.nce on others 
-2Pd 
1. Exerting nlga"", 1Dfl\llnce is 'ustiflg 
a. do anything you want to others when strong I but the strong 
should not be ohallenged 
b. revenge de.irable 
o. may uae force to get what you want 
d. if others keep nagging at you, you shut them up 
e. reject others I before they reject you 
D. Attitude' 
-2Pd 
1. Negative tUltud. tOWard lU.: 
a. I1fe Is peroetved as a struggle into which one 1s tbrown: 
therefOl'e, ltfighttng" everyone and everything ia Justified 
b. Ufe 'a diffioult and revolts you 
2. Attitude towmt the futug: 
•• good future come. automatically and doe. not require 
effort 
IV • REACtION TO M>YER§ITX 
A. Ips., harm, daPalt. t.apr, •• par.Uon, di.appompn.nt. dUficultiea 
-2Pd 
1. Mveqity overcome by UW'II1.ttc megl 
a. by impulsively asking for help, you so.re danger away 
b. whUe in des Rill something happens (somebody rescues 
you) or nothtng happens but all tum. out yery hapRY 
o. by explaining it aw.y 
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2. Adversity l,odl 1Q: 
a. oMld-l1ke frustration and phony del pair (e. g. you are 80 
mad you look yourlelf in a room and mourn for the relt of 
your life, remaining in that room) 
3. Adytr.lty cannot be QYtrCO!D' begaUI': 
a. it i. too !tte when you find out 
b. de. ptte acttve .ffort you end up in a mental hos pita I 
o. d •• plte acUve effort other. destroy you~ 
4. Adyvlttv ClUlId by: 
a. others who are Ul-intentioned 
b. nature 
o. fat. - no escape 
s. Qthers ,hoUld find § Way to help you out 
v. CONCERN VlITli ONESELf 
A. Concern with 'leWS' 
1. When yoy are "ck 
a. other. worry about you 
b. others will seek help for you 
c. othera wW plead with you not to harm yourlelf 
2. Pr0fe,.iODAl hllp il reJected becau •• OM QPt. not want to 
give in to others (others - psychiatrists, psyoholog1ats, 
hypnotist.) 
3. Re,'ntment for havina been hospitalized 
APPENDIX IV 
WORK SHEET FOR SCORING TAT IMPORTS 
~e. ______________ ~Sc~. __________________ _ 
S/Headlng 
TAT and Nu.merlcel 
Card Cat.gary Heading Dtvtaton Rating 
1 
2 
38M 
.. 
68M 
IBM 
81M 
10 
11 
13MF 
14 
16 
20 
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APPENDIX V 
A SAMPLE OF AN INADEQUATE PSYCHOPATHIC SUBJECT'S 
TAT STORY SEQUENCE ANALYSIS 
1. It Is only because of the firm insistence of others that you are able 
to apply yourself to achieve. 
-1 I B 6b 
2. You are able to pursue something because others make It poaslble 
for you to do so. 
-2 I 0 4b 
3BM. But when left to your own resources all you can do Is rest. 
-2 I B 5c 
4. "!hen you are intent upon doing something wrong others can talk 
you out of doing It. 
-1 m C Ie 
6BM. You can be dissuaded from doing lomething you want to do by the 
persuasive reasons of others. 
-1 m C Ib 
1BM. You are dependent on the rea.surance of others to help ease your 
concern when you are wonied about some difficulty. 
-1 m C 3a 
8BM. When someone close 18 hurt, you are dependent upon the help and 
reassuranoe of others. 
-1 IV A la 
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10. You may do something to displease others but they will fOl9ive you. 
-2 II A Ie 
11. Even when something happens to you, others will help you out of 
your predicament. 
-1 IV A la 
13MF. As a consequence of your transgressions, you reettfy the wrong you 
did by doing what 18 right by others. 
-1 U A 3b 
14. Even though you try to escape the consequences of your wrongdoing 
you will be fOl'9lven. 
-2 U A Ie 
16. Success can be achieved if one obtains h4111p from others. 
-I I B Ie 
20. Your fooUsh and spiteful actions may be regretted but it Is too late 
to do anything about It. 
-2Pd U A 3 
APPENDIX VI 
A SAMPLE OF AN INEPT PSYCHOPATHIC SUBJECT'S 
TAT STORY SEQUENCE ANALYSIS 
1. When you are forced to achlev. you consider rebellion but no matter 
what oourse Is taken your performance win be poor because you 
have no desire. 
-2 I A 4a 
2. Unfortunately, It Is sometimes neoesaery to work herd at something 
you dislike in order to pursue that which you like. 
-1 I I Sb 
3BM. However, when you are a weakling there Is no hope that you can 
achieve the kind of future you desire. 
-2 I A 48 
4. Those who are aggressive w1l11mpose their d.stres upon those who 
are passive in order to satisfy their wishes. 
-2 mAid 
6SM. In the presenoe of tragedy people show a momentary ooncern but the 
passage of time w1l1 heal their wounds. 
-1 IV A Ie 
7BM. Doing something unsavory or dishone.t ia one way of aohleving suc-
ceS8 in We. 
-2 I B 2b 
81M. You may be concerned about the effects of some accidental mishap 
94 
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on your future, but it is corrected and lUe goes on as before. 
-1 IV A lc 
10. When you love someone and you stay together over the objections 
of others, you will be happy. 
-1 m A 4c 
11 • If you are .marter than your adversaries you should be able to es-
cape without being harmed. 
-2 IV A 3a 
13MF. You may -be grief-stricken over a critical situation but the cnais 
w11l pas. and We w11l go 011. 
-1 IV A lc 
14. You may not be very succ:e.sful In securing a Job but you are hope-
ful that your efforts will be rewarded. 
-2 I A 2b 
16. And when confronted with immediate and long range goals you are 
anxious to attain the immediate goals so you can go on to the more 
tmPOltant on ••• 
-1 I ! Sa 
20. You re.ort to wrongdolng when broke because it 18 the only kind of 
life you know. 
-2 U A 2a 
APPENDIX VD 
THE TOTAL POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CATEGORY SCORES FOR 
EACH SUBJECT IN THE INADEQUATE PSYCHOPATHIC GROUP 
Subjects I U m IV 
+ 
-
+ 
-
+ 
-
+ 
-
1 4 3 4 2 
2 4 3 2 3 1 
3 3 4 1 0 1 3 1 
4 2 2 1 6 2 
5 4 4 3 2 
6 1 6 4 1 1 
7 3 1 2 5 2 
8 3 1 2 1 6 
9 4 1 5 1 2 
10 8 0 1 4 
11 5 2 5 1 
12 1 5 1 3 2 1 
13 6 1 2 2 2 
14 6 1 3 3 0 
15 2 2 6 3 
16 2 4 5 2 
17 4 1 1 2 3 2 
*18 4 1 1 3 3 
19 1 2 2 2 2 1 3 
20 4 4 1 2 2 
21 4 1 3 1 3 1 
22 2 1 1 2 4 1 2 
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Subjects I U m IV 
+ 
-
+ 
-
+ 
-
+ 
-
23 7 3 1 2 
24 3 2 1 1 3 3 
25 1 3 3 1 2 3 
26 4 0 1 3 5 
27 4 3 2 3 
28 2 1 6 1 3 0 
29 3 6 1 3 
30 1 5 2 2 1 1 1 
:n 4 2 5 2 
32 8 3 1 2 
33 3 3 3 4 
34 1 4 0 1 4 3 
35 2 2 4 5 
36 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 
37 2 1 4 6 
38 3 1 2 7 
.Subject has only twelve scores because he did not give a story to one of 
thirteen cards. 
r 
APPENDIX VIII 
THE TOTAL POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CATEGORY SCORES FOR 
EACH SUBJECT IN THE INEPT PSYCHOPATHIC GROUP 
Subjects I U UI IV 
+ 
-
+ 
-
+ 
-
+ 
-1 1 ... 1 2 3 2 
2 1 ... 1 0 3 ... 
3 ... 1 3 4 1 
... 2 2 3 6 
5 ... 3 ... 2 
6 3 2 3 4 1 
7 7 0 2 4 
8 7 0 1 1 4 
9 5 1 3 4 
10 5 1 1 3 3 
11 3 1 1 4 4 
12 4 2 3 4 
13 3 1 0 5 ... 
14 5 2 2 4 
15 10 0 3 0 
16 1 3 2 1 1 3 :! 
17 5 0 3 5 
18 6 1 1 2 3 
19 1 4 1 5 2 
20 3 2 4 ... 
21 2 3 2 6 
22 5 0 3 5 
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Subjects I n UI IV 
+ 
-
+ 
-
+ + 
-
23 8 0 1 4 
24 2 3 1 4 3 
25 2 0 9 2 
26 3 1 2 1 6 
27 6 0 .. 3 
28 5 1 1 1 5 
29 5 0 6 2 
30 1 3 1 0 1 3 2 2 
31 4 0 .. 5 
32 2 1 3 5 2 
33 1 4 3 4 1 
34 7 1 4 1 
35 5 1 1 2 4 
36 1 8 0 4 0 
37 6 2 1 3 1 0 
38 6 1 2 4 
APPENDIX IX 
THE TOTAL NEGATIVE NUMERICAL RATING AND THE RANK SCORE 
FOR EACH SUBJECT IN THE TWO PSYCHOPATHIC GROUPS 
INADEQUATE GROUP INEP'l GROUP 
Numartcal RatlnO Rank Score Numerical Rating Rank Score 
-30 (-12,-8Pd) 64.0 -13 17.0 
~15 26.5 -13 17.0 
- 4 2.0 -18 49.0 
-13 17.0 -19 55.5 
-18 (-16,-2Pd) 49.0 -20 (-16,-4Pd) 64.0 
-17 43.5 -12 14.0 
-14 20.5 -19 55.S 
-30 (-14,-6Pd) 64.0 -15 26.5 
-16 35.5 -20 64.0 
-18 49.0 -14 20.5 
-15 26.5 -16 35.5 
- 9 9.5 -23 (-21 , -2Pd) 75.0 
-14 20.5 -20 64.0 
"'12 14.0 -20 64.0 
-19 55.5 -23 75.0 
-21 (-11 , -2Pd) 70.0 
- 6 6.0 
- 9 (- 7,-2Pd) 9.5 -20 64.0 
-12 14.0 -16 (-14,-2Pd) 35.5 
... 3 1.0 -18 49.0 
-15 26.5 -17 43.5 
-11 11.5 -16 (-14,-2Pd) 35.5 
-II 11.5 -16 35.5 
-19 55.5 -19 55.5 
100 
.... 
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INADEQUATE GROUP INEPT GROUP 
Numerical Rating Rank 800re Numencal RaUng Rank Score 
- 5 4.0 - a 7.5 
-15 26.5 -19 55.5 
-17 43.5 -17 43.5 
-16 (-I4,-2Pd) 35.5 -20 (-I6,-4Pd) 64.0 
-14 (-I2 , -2Pd) 20.5 -16 (-12,-4Pd) 35.5 
-21 (-I3 , -aPd) 70.0 -16 35.5 
- 5 (-3, -2Pd) 4.0 - 8 (- G,-2N) 7.5 
-23 (-21 , -2N) 75.0 -17 43.5 
-19 55.5 -19 (-13,-6Pd) 55.5 
-22 (-16,-SPel) 72.5 -16 35.5 
-16 35.5 -15 26.5 
-21 (-19,-2N) 70.0 -15 26.5 
- 5 (- 3,-2N) 4.0 -17 43.5 
-22 (-18,-4Pd) 72.5 "'15 26.5 
-18 49.0 -20 64.0 
...... 
APPENDIX X 
THE POSITIVE IMPORTS SCORED IN CATEGORY m 
FOR THE INADECUATE PSYCHOPATHIC GROUP 
You expect loved ones to be upset when they leam about your handioap, but 
they accept you in spite of it. 
+1 In A la 
When people love each other and share a long and happy life, their love con-
tinues throughout their life. 
+1 m A Ie 
The genuine devotton of another may be aU that Is needed for you to change 
your way of living for the better. 
+1 m A Ie 
When your actions hurt others, you can resolve their hurt by discussing the 
problem with them. + 
+1 m A 3a 
The realization that your differences with another are insignificant leada to 
reconcUlatlon and avoidance of stmllar situations that may mar your happine. s. 
+1 m A 38 
A misunderstanding with someone close, which could have been aVOided, can 
stlll be resolved by discussion and mutual understanding. 
+1 m A 38 
You react impulsively over a disagreement with a loved one, but once you 
reaUze it was your fault, you apologize and they forgive you. 
102 
-103 
+1 m A 3c 
WhUe solitude ts desirable at Urnes, one lUll needs to maintain his relaUon-
Ihlps with people. 
+1 m A 4 
When your problems with someone are the result of misunderstanding, they can 
be corrected with the help of others. 
+1 m B 1. 
When others reJeat you because your past transgressions have brought dis-
grace, you rely on those in authority to intercede for you. 
+1 IU B la 
If you are determined to do something # but others think it Is wrong, you paoify 
your feeUngs and listen to ~eir advtce. 
+2 III C 4b 
Although you think you have all the answers, it Is to your advantage to heed 
the advice of someone with more expertence than you. 
+2 III C 4b 
When somethlng upsets you, It Is others who get you. to calm down and be 
reasonable so that you soon forvet about It. 
+1 m C Ib 
Vlhen you have a problem and seek the help of others, they give you a few 
ideas whioh enable you to work things out from there. 
+1 m C Ib 
Sometimes if you Usten to others you can avoid beooming Involved or hurt by 
something. 
+1 III C Ib 
If you listen to others Instead of acting in anger you will be able to act more 
reasonably. 
+1 m C Ib 
You are able to avoid seeking revenge because others help you to realize that 
nothing will be gained by such aotton. 
..... 
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+1 III C Ib 
You may be reluctant about doing someth1n9 others think Is best for you but 
after further di.cusslon you agree to follow their advice. 
+1 m C 1b 
You may want to act impulaively t but instead you li.ten to others and do what 
is right. 
+1 m C Ib 
When you decide to do something, oth .... may not 11ke it, but they accept It. 
+1 m C 4a 
When your decision to do something meets with disapproval from others, you 
persuade them to aocept it untll the faota prove otherwise. 
+2 m E Ib 
If mutu.llove, peace, and security can be found I then life would become 
more stable. 
+1 m F 1. 
Although lUe Is not what It used to be, It can slID be viewed a8 beautiful If 
you understand It. 
+1 m F la 
In de.ling with the problems of life, one sometimes succeeds and sometime. 
fall •• 
+1 m F la 
It 1. only when you are secure and contented that you can enjoy life and share 
your experiences with others. 
+1 m F 1 • 
APPENDIX XI 
THE POSITIVE IMPORTS SCORED IN CATEGORY m 
FOR THE INEPT PSYCHOPATHIC GROUP 
When people luffer a penonal 101111, their shared sorrow draWl them clol.r 
toQ.ther. 
+2 In A 3c 
You and others can resolve whatever dlfficultie. exist between you by trying 
to understand one another. 
+1 m A 3a 
You may misinterpret a situation involving a loved one, but after they explain 
the situation, you apologize and later form a closer relationship. 
+1 m A 3c 
In your relationship with another, you initially con.lder the faeter of love, but 
aettle foe companionship in • common, ordinary ltfe. 
+1 m A 4 
You may want to act In anger # but other, persuade you to calm down and Usten 
to reaaon. 
+1 In C lf 
You may ponder the advice others give you becauae you are uncertain whether 
it will be good er bad for you. 
+1 m C 3b 
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APPENDIX XII 
THE NEGATIVE IMPORTS SCORED IN CATEGORY n 
FOR THE INADEQUATE PSYCHOPATHIC GROUP 
You are apprehensive about what may happen to those you hurt by your aottons, 
but they recover and forgive you. 
-1 n A Ib 
When you admit your transgressions to others, they are angry for awhile, but 
then they forgive you. 
-1 U A Id 
When you are falsely acouaed of wrongdoings and the mistake II discovered, 
those who accused you apologize. 
-1 n A Id 
You may have to suffer harm as a consequence of your wrongdotngs before you 
admit your mtatake and regret your act1ons. 
-1 n A Id 
Your wrongdoings may pose a problem for you, but it is oovered up for you by 
others. 
-1 n A Ie 
Som.Urnel when you are dotng 80mething wrong and you look suspicious, you 
get caught andere punished. 
-1 n A If 
When you do something wrong, you will probably get caught If you are not 
oareful. 
-1 II A 1f 
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When your wrongdoing caules harm to someone, you may be shocked by your 
actions, but you are sttll caught and punished. 
-1 II A 1£ 
You may try to escape after becoming Involved In wrongdoing, but you are 
caught and punished. 
-1 II A If 
When you do something wrong, you are ashamed and fearful of being caught, 
so you try to .scape, but you are caught and PUIlished. 
-1 II A If 
If you deliberately englClJ In wrongdoing, you wW be eventually caught and 
punished. 
-1 II A If 
You may commit a worse wrong to cover up for an intended one, but you are 
caught anyway. 
-I II A If 
But if your wrong aetlons are uncovered by others, you end up the loser. 
-1 II A If 
Since you are embittered by the circumstances of life, you conUnue your way-
ward behavior and suffer as a consequence. 
-1 II A If 
But som.Umes no matter how hard you try, you cannot •• cape from the cons.-
quences of your wrongdoing. 
-1 II A If 
And sometimes, your wrongdoing. may go undetected for a long ttm., but you 
.... eventually caught and punished. 
-1 II A If 
And even your W-tntended actions are accidentally uncovered and you are 
puntshed. 
..1 II A If 
Your mistreatment by others may provoke you to harmful action and you find 
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yourself in trouble before you rea11ze It. 
-1 D A If 
When your effcrta to escape from the oon.equences of your transgressions 
prove unsuccessful, you give up and take the consequences. 
-1 D A If 
And even your W-intended actions result In punlahmeat. 
-1 D A If 
You regret doing wrong because It hurts loved on .. and after your punishment, 
you promta. to start a new llfe. 
-1 D A 2a 
When you do something for which you later f.el ashamed, you resolve never 
to do It again. 
-1 D A 2a 
Only through divine proVidence can you be rede.med from your transgresstons. 
-1 D A 2. 
You are upset and guUty over a wrongdoing and resolve never to do It again. 
-1 n A 2a 
And although you feel you have disappointed others by your wrongdoings, they 
are underltanding and you resolve not to dllappoint them again. 
-1 D A 2a 
As a consequenc. of your tranlgrelsion., you promise never to do tt again. 
-1 U A 2a 
When you are leverely Injured and punished for your transgressions, you try to 
spare the fe.l1ngl of loved ones by promiling to reform. 
-1 D A 2. 
The r18kl and dangers of a We of crime make you f •• 1 sad, but aU you can do 
la exprelS your fe.11ngl about thes. expertenc.s. 
-1 D A 2b 
But then you become depressed and th1nk about Suicide, but decide against tt, 
r 
even though the bad t1mes have outweighed the good. 
-2 U B la 
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But your transgressions have been so extensive that It la doubtful that an 
anawer to your problema can be found. 
-1 U A 2b 
When you put your work above the welfare of others and harm comes to them, 
you are disgusted with yourself because of what you didn't do to help. 
-1 n A 2b 
As a consequence of your transgressions, you rectify the wrong you did by 
doing what Is right by others. 
-1 n A 3b 
When your wrongdoings lead to trouble with others, you may do what Is right 
in order to avoid further dlff1culUes. 
-1 n A 3b 
If you aocldentally harm someone and want to run away, others persuade you to 
do the right thing and when the facts are known, you are not held responsible. 
-1 n A 30 
But when you have done something wrong, you tum yourself In because some-
one you respect tella you to do so. 
-1 U A 3c 
The only reason you ever feel badly about your transgressions Is because you 
sometimes get caught and have to do what Is right. 
-1 U A 30 
And even your transgres.lons are viewed as m1atakes by others and their leni-
ent attitude helps straighten you out. 
-2 D A Ie 
In the course of Ume, you may ftnd It difficult to be hone.t with loved ones 
even In the face of your wrongdotng, but when you admit It you suffer no UI-
effects. 
-2 U A Ie 
When you violently harm someone In a fit of anger and realize what you have 
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done, you try to hide - but where? 
-2 D A Ib 
Tho.e who do lomethlng wrong can get by with It U no one lee. them. 
-2 D A Ib 
You would prefer to suffer a guUty conscience rather than reveal your pa.t 
transgre.stona and risk the 10 •• of what you hold dear. 
-2 D A Ib 
You may feel sorry and disguated after a wrongdoing and try to e.cape detec-
Uon. 
-2 n A Ib 
Because there are Ume. when you oan get away with your wrongdOings by con-
vincing ethe. you have learned your les.on. 
-2 n A Id 
When you do something fooU.h or impulsive I other. will farglve you. 
-2 D A Ie 
Even though you try to e.cape the consequence. of your wrongdoings, you wW 
be forgiven. 
-2 D A Ie 
When your wrongdoing. go undetected, you may continue untO you are caught, 
but you get off ea.y. 
-2 D A Ie 
When you have offended a loved one, you regret your acUon and alk for and 
receive forglvene ••• 
-2 D A Ie 
But U you come from a miserable background, no matter what you do I you end 
up In trouble with no hap<! of eYfItZ e.caplr; J It. 
-2 D A 24 
When you don't have the proper dt.clpl1ne and home training, you may turn to 
the wrong kind of We, and eventually end up the loser. 
-2 D A Za 
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But when those upon whom you are dependent are vanant tn their behavior, 
then your transgresstons are 11kely to be a oonttnuing process. 
-2 U A 2a 
Your wrong way of life hal become so extenstve that you are even tnolined to 
exploit loved ones. 
-2 U A 3f 
You are able to oonvince others to forvlve you for not fu1fl1ltng your obUga-
tions by blamtng It on a .erte. of unfortunate oircumstanoe •• 
-2 U A 4 
You may feel sorry for yourself when caught for your tfana9!'8.alon., and even 
though others try to help, it Is imprisonment that leada to your Improvement. 
-2 II A Sa 
Sometimes punllhment for wrongdoing oan lead to your amending your pre.ent 
and future behavior. 
-2 U A Sa 
Perhaps aa a oonsequence of your time tn msOll, you will gain a better per-
specttve on life. 
-2 U A Sa 
Sometime. your Ul-intended aottons are upset by others who reveal your plan. 
to those tn authority. 
-2 n B Ib 
When you are punished for disobeytng others, you retreat to your room and cry 
yourself to sleep. 
-1 UCla 
Punishment for your tfan.gressions leads you to oonsiderations of past mi.-
takes and future resolve. to amend your life. 
-1 U C 2b 
Punlahment !:dngs regret for past transgres.lon. and, with the forglvenes. of 
others, you oan start a new life. 
-1 n C 2b 
You may try to run away beoau.e of your punlahment for wrongdOing, but your 
efforts .e detected and your punishment r.sumed. 
-1 II C 3a 
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It Is rejection and punishment that you seek to fCll1let and avoid. 
-2 II C la 
Since others are not really aware of the magnitude of your deviant deceptions, 
there I. really no reason to worry. 
. -2 n A Id 
Sometimes, even when you are caught doing wrong and the evidence Is against 
you, you get off lightly. 
-2Pd II A la 
Sometimes It is the lack of evidence that saves you from being puntshed for 
your wrongdoings. 
-2Pd n A la 
But when all you get Is promi ••• , you get into trouble, but neverthele.s, 
everything tums out Ju.t the way you wanted. 
-2Pd II A 2b 
In spite of your good Intentions in trying to help others, you still get into 
trouble and suffer the consequences, but hope for aome leniency. 
-2Pd D A 2b 
But sometime' when you act harmfully to avenge a wrong, you regret your ac-
tion and only sutter minor consequences. 
-2Pd II A 2b 
Sometimes when circum.tanees force you to resort to wrongdoing, even though 
you are careful, you .e caught and punl.hed. 
-2Pd II A 2b 
When you do something wrong, others are likely to disbelieve you even when 
you are telling the truth so your only recourse Is to NIl away. 
-2Pd II A 2d 
Your foolish and spiteful actions may be regretted, but it is too late to do any-
thing about It. 
-ZPd II A 3 
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The consequences of your wrongdoing are considered only .fter you have 
transgressed. 
-2Pd U A 3 
But as a result of your transgressions. you wind up with nothing because there 
isn't anything you can do about it. 
-2Pd U A 3 
But it really doesn't matter because when you do wrong and are caught, you 
Just take your punishment. 
-2Pd D A 3 
You may regret the foolishness of your wrongdoing and wonder about the future 
consequences I but only after It Is too late. 
-2Pd n A 3 
When you have wronged others and they leek revenge. you escape the conse-
quences with the help of others. 
-2Pd U A 48111 
When you get into trouble, others will worry about you and help you get out of 
it. 
-2Pd U A 4aUI 
You may regret • wrongdoing, but others tell you not to worry about it because 
they wW get you out of it. 
-2 Pd U A 4aU.1 
APPENDIX XlU 
THE NEGATIVE IMPORTS SCORED IN CATEGORY U 
FOR THE INEPT PSYCHOPATHIC GROUP 
'When you do something you shouldn't have done and it caus.s embarrassment, 
you apologize. 
-1 n A Id 
When others try to stop you from doing something and they are hurt in the pro-
ces., you are sorry for your actton •• 
-1 n A Id 
When the consequences of your wrongdoings are reallzed, you t\ll'l'l youraelf in 
to the authorities. 
-1 II A Id 
'When you realize the consequences of your harmful actions, you apolQ91ze 
and make up with tho.e you hurt. 
-1 II A Id 
You fe.l gullty for the harm you have caused another and you do the right thing 
by turning yourself In to the proper authcr1U.s. 
-1 n A Id 
When you realize the consequences of your harmful actions I you explain what 
happened to the authorities. 
-1 II A Id 
Your careles. action may cause injury to someone I but there wtll be no W-
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feelings because you explain to them that it was an accident. 
-1 II A Id 
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You try to get away with dOing something wrong, but you are foUed by others 
who catch and puntsh you. 
-1 II A If 
But you do something wrong and get away only to be caught for another wrong. 
-1 II A 11 
Your wrongdoings not only hurt others, but bring punilhment fex your actions. 
-1 II A If 
You may resort to wrongdoing to alleviate your desperate circumstances, but 
your wrong actions only lead to punilhment. 
-1 II A 1f 
You may .scape detection from your wrongdoings fex awhile, but you are even-
tually caught. 
-1 II A 1f 
When your anger leadl to serious harm to someon., you regret your acUon, but 
you stUl suffer punilhment. 
-1 II A If 
But when you resort to Wega! means to solve your many probleml, you only 
get caught and punished. . 
-1 II A 1f 
You may be di.gusted and unhappy over your wrongdOings, but you lUll have 
to face the social conlequencel, regardle.s of whether ex not you are punt.h-
ed fex your acUons. 
-1 II A If 
When you are told not to do somethtng but you go ahead and do it, you get a 
scolding. 
-1 II A 19 
When you act without any r •• traint and .uffer ill-effects, you prom .... ne".. 
to do it again. 
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-1 II A 2a 
The consequence for past transgressions may give rt.e to momentary feeUngs 
of regret, but the mood changes and you resolve to do rtght. 
-1 II A 2a 
Your thoughts about past transgressions become so unbearable that you act 
desperately out of despair. 
-1 II A 2b 
When as a consequence of your wrong actions another Is seriously harmed I you 
are puntshed for your wrongdoing. 
-1 II A SbU 
When you get into trouble, othen lecture you, but they leave it up to you to 
decide what to do about your difficulty. 
-2 II A 1. 
When your wrongdOings cause harm to othan, they wW forgive you. 
-2 II A 1. 
ADd sometimes even though your good Intentions lead to act10ns that are harm-
ful, you do not .uffer any undesirable consequences. 
-2 II A la 
You act Improperly when you lose control, but once you revaln your senl.s 
you forvet the enUre eptsode. 
-2 n A la 
As • consequence of your transgressions, you are a.hamed and take whatever 
measures are necessary to cover up your wrongdoing. from loved ones. 
-2 II A Ib 
You can always find an excuse for wrongdoing even though you have been ad-
vised by others a. to the proper course of acUon to take. 
-2 II A 3f 
When you are alone and without purpose, you drift Into vice and even though 
you change your way of life to sult another, you may stU! have to suffer pun-
Ishment for your wrongdoing before you oan finally .ettle down and find ac-
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ceptance. 
-2 II A Sa 
When you do something for which you get a scolding, you feel badly but you 
get over It. 
-1 II C la 
You resent being punished for your wrongdOing, but you get over it. 
-1 II C 18 
When your wrongdoing results In 8 sooldlng, you react by feeling sorry for 
yourself. 
-2 II C Ie 
However, if your wrongdoings are oarefully planned and executed, you get 
what you want and escape detection. 
-2N II A 1. 
When you do something wrong I reg_dless of the ciroumstances, you get away. 
-2Pd II A Ie 
However, when your achievement efforts ere thwarted by your past record, you 
tum to a life of Grime and as a consequence of your careles8n.s" you are 
caught and punt,hed. 
-2Pd II A 2a 
And when you cannot settle your dlfficulUes with others, you become upaet 
and act violently only to suffer remorse after It'" too late. 
-2Pd II A 3 
"/hen things don't go your way, you express your impulses directly and only 
later. do you consider the consequences. 
-2N II A 3 
APPENDIX XlV 
, NORMAL IMPORT SCORES OF THE TWO PSYCHOPATHIC GROUPS 
CLASSIFIED IN TERMS OF ACTIVE/PASSIVE CRITERIA 
I A 1. +1 (P) I B 3ai +1 (A) r B 9 -1 (A) 
I A 3. +1 (A) I B 3bi +1 (A) I B 1. -2 (P) 
I A 4 +1 W I B 40 +1 (A) I B I. -2 (A) 
I A la -1 (A) r B Sb +1 W I B Ib -2 (A) 
I A Ib -1 (P) I B Ie -1 (P) t B 2d -I (P) 
I A 3el -1 (A) I B Ib -1 (P) I B 3a -2 CP) 
I A 3d -1 (A) I B Ie -1 CP) I 8 3b -2 (P) 
I A 4 -1 (A) IBId -1 (P) I B 30 -2 (P) 
I A 6 -1 (l) I B 1. -1 (P) I B 3d -2 C') 
r A la -2 (A) J B If -1 (A) I B 4d -2 (P) 
I A 2a -2 (P) I B 2. -1 (P) I B 5a -2 (P) 
I A 2b -2 (p) I B 2b -1 C') I B Sb -2 CP) 
I A 20 -2 CP) I B 2e -1 CP, I B 50 -2 (P) 
I A 2d -2 CP) I B 2f -1 C') I B 6a -2 W 
I A 2e -2 CP) r B 3e -1 (A) I B 6d -2 CP) 
I A4. -2 CP) I B 4a -1 (P) I B 9a -2 (P) 
r A 4b -2 (P) I B 4b -1 C') I B 9b -2 (P) 
I A 4d -2 (P) I B 40 -1 (P) I D Ib +2 (A) 
I A Sa -2 (P) I B 5a -1 (P, I D 101 +1 (A) 
I A 5b -2 CP) I 8 5b -1 (P) I D 2a +1 (A) 
t .1>. ': I'j -2 (') I B 50 -1 CP) I D Idt -1 CP) 
I A 6 -2 CP) I B 5d -I CP) I D If -1 (P) 
I B Ie +2 CA) I B 6a -1 (A) I D 2e -1 (P) 
I B Ib +2 (A) I B 6b -1 (P) I D 6 -1 (A) 
I B 40 +2 (A) I B 6e -1 (A) I D 4b -2 (P) 
I B 2d +1 (A) I B 7a -1 (P) I D 40 -2 (P) 
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I E 2. -1 (') II 8 1. +2 (,) m A 30 -2 (P) 
I E 2b -1 (P) II 8 1. +1 (') m B la +1 (P) 
I E 20 -1 (') II B la -2 (') m B Ie -1 (P) 
lEla -2 (,) II 8 Ib -2 (P) m B 2b -1 (') 
I E 2e -2 CA) II C 1. +2 (P) m II 20 -1 (A) 
I E 2b -2 (') II C Ib +2 (P) m 8 3 -1 (P) 
I E 2e -2 (P) II C Ie +1 (p) m B Ib -2 (A) 
I E 3e -2 (P) II C Ie -1 (P) m B Ie -2 (A) 
I E 3d -2 (P) II C 2b -1 (P) m B Id -2 (P) 
I E 4e -2 (p) II C 3e -1 (P) m B 2b -2 (A) 
I E Sb -2 (P) II C 1. -2 (P) m 8 Sa -2 (P) 
II A Ie +2 CA) II C 10 -2 (P) m C IdU+2 CA) 
II A Ib +2 (A) II C 3. -2 (P) mC4b+2 (P) 
D A 10 +2 CA) m A 3b +2 CA) m C Ib +1 (A) 
D A 3b +2 CA) m A 30 +2 CA) m C If +1 (A) 
D A Ib +1 (A) mAla +1 (P) m C 2e +1 (P) 
D A let +1 (P) DI A 10 +1 CA) m C 2b +1 (P) 
II A 2. +1 (A) m A Ie +1 (P) m C 3b +1 (p) 
II A 4. +1 (') DI A 3. +1 (A) m C 3. +1 (A) 
D A 4b +1 (') m A 4 +1 (p) m C 4e +1 (A) 
D A 4e +1 (,) m A Ib -1 (') mel. -1 (') 
II A 1. -1 (A) mAid -1 (P) m C Ib -1 (P) 
II A Ib -1 (P) m A Ie ... 1 (A) m C 10 -1 (P) 
D A Id -1 (A) m A 2b -1 (F) DI C 2a11-1 (A) 
B A Ie -1 (P) m A 20 -1 (,) m C 2b -1 (A) 
BAli -1 (P) m A 3a -1 (P) m C 3a -1 (') 
B A I; -1 (P) m A 4e -1 (P) m C 3b -1 (P) 
D A 2. -1 (P) m A 4b -1 (p) m C 30 -1 (') 
II A 2b -1 (P) m A 40 -1 (P) m C 3. -1 (A) 
B A 3b -1 (A) m A 4d -1 (A) m C la -2 (') 
B A 30 -1 (') m A 5b -1 (') m C 3a -2 (P) 
II A SbU -1 (,) III A 50 -1 (P) m C 3b -2 (A) 
II A Ie -2 (p) m A 6 -1 (A) m C 3. -2 (A) 
II A Ib -2 (A) mAid -2 (P) m C 3t -2 (p) 
D A 1. -2 (P) m A 2eU -2 (A) m C Sa -2 (A) 
D A 2. -2 (p) m A 2bit -2 (A) m F 1. +1 (P) 
D A 3. -2 (A) m A 2011 -2 (A) m F 4b +1 (A) 
II A 3f -2 CA) m A 2d -2 (P) m F 2. -1 (P) 
D A 4 -2 (P) m A 3. -2 (P) m F 2b -1 (p) 
D A Se -2 (p) m A 3b -2 (P) m F 30 -1 (P) 
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mF la -2 (A) IV A 4e -2 (P) 
mF 2a -2 (P) IV A Sa -2 (A) 
mF 2b -2 (P) IV A Sb ... 2 (A) 
mF 2d -2 (p) IV A Sd -2 (P) 
m F 3a -% (A) IV A Se -2 (P) 
m F 50111-2 (P) IV A 6a -2 (A) 
m F Sb -2 (P) IV A 6. -2 (P) 
m F Sol -2 (P) IV A 1. -2 (P) 
m F 5d -2 (P) IV A 1b -2 (P) 
IV A la +2 (A) 
IVA If +2 (P) 
IV A Id +1 (P) 
IV A a. +'1 (P) 
IV A a. +1 (A) 
IV A la -1 (P) 
IV A Ib -1 (P) 
IV A Ie -1 (P) 
IV A Id -1 (P) 
IV A 2a -1 (P) 
IV A 4a -1 (p) 
IV A 4b -1 (P) 
IV A 40 -1 (P) 
IV A 58 -1 (P) 
IV A Sb -1 (P) 
IV A 6a -1 (p) 
IV A 6b -1 (P) 
IVA6c -1 (P) 
IVA7b -1 (p) 
IVAS -1 (A) 
IV A la -2 (p) 
IV A Ib -2 (P) 
IV A aa -2 (A) 
IV A ab -2 (P) 
IV A 2e -2 (A) 
IV A 3a -2 (p) 
IV A 3b -2 (P) 
IV A 4a -2 {P} 
IV A 4b -2 (P) 
IV A 40 -2 (P) 
IV A 4d -2 (A) 
APPENDIX XV 
PO IMPORT SCORES OF THE TWO PSYCHOPATHIC GROUPS 
CLASSIFIED IN TERMS OF ACTIVE/PASSIVE CRITERIA 
I A 3. 
I A 3b 
I A 5. 
I A 5b 
n A 1. 
n A 2b 
n A ad 
n A 3 
n A 4.111 
m B ab 
m C 10 
IV A Ib 
IV A Ie 
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-aPe! (P) 
-aPe! (P, 
-aPeS (P, 
-aN (P) 
-aN CA) 
-aPd (A) 
-aN CA) 
-aPd (p) 
-aPd (P) 
-aPd (P) 
-aPe! CA) 
... aPd (P) 
-aN (A) 
APPENDIX XVI 
THE CATEGORICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SCORES 
FOR EACH SUBJECT IN THE INADEQUATE PSYCHOPATHIC GROUP 
Subjects I n m IV 
ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE 
1 .- 2 1 .- 1 1 
2 .- 1 2 3 2 1 
3 5 2 1 0 3 1 1 
.. 2 2 1 6 2 
5 .. 1 3 3 2 
6 2 S 4 1 1 
7 1 2 1 0 4 3 1 1 
8 3 3 0 1 1 5 
9 3 1 6 1 1 1 
10 1 7 0 1 3 1 
11 1 4 2 1 4 1 
12 2 4 4 2 1 
13 6 3 2 2 
14 6 1 0 3 3 0 
IS 1 1 2 6 3 
16 1 1 1 3 1 4 2 
17 1 3 2 2 3 2 
* 18 1 3 1 3 1 3 
19 1 2 4 1 2 1 2 
20 3 2 3 2 1 2 
21 2 2 1 3 1 3 1 
22 2 1 1 4 2 1 2 
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Subjects I n m IV 
ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE 
23 7 1 2 1 1 1 
24 4 1 1 1 3 3 
25 1 3 2 1 3 1 2 
26 4 0 1 3 1 4 
27 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 2 
28 2 7 1 3 0 
29 3 3 3 1 1 2 
30 1 5 2 2 1 1 1 
31 4 2 5 2 
32 8 3 1 1 
33 3 1 2 1 2 1 3 
34 1 4 0 5 1 2 
35 2 1 1 1 3 2 3 
36 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 
37 2 1 4 0 6 
38 3 1 2 1 6 
*SubJect has only twelve scores because he did not give a story to one of 
thirteen oarda. 
APPENDIX XVD 
THE CATEGORICAL DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SCORES 
FOR EACH SUBJECT IN THE INEPT PSYCHOPATHIC GROUP 
Subjects I n m IV 
ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE 
1 1 4 1 2 1 2 2 0 
2 3 2 1 1 2 1 3 
3 4 1 3 1 3 1 
4 1 1 2 1 2 2 4 
5 2 2 3 0 3 1 2 
6 3 2 3 2 2 1 0 
1 1 6 0 2 1 3 
8 1 6 1 0 1 4 
9 5 1 3 0 1 3 
10 5 1 2 2 3 
11 3 2 0 2 2 1 3 
12 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 
13 3 1 2 3 1 3 
14 5 2 2 0 3 1 
15 1 9 0 2 1 0 
16 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 
11 1 4 0 3 3 2 
18 6 1 1 2 2 1 
19 1 4 1 2 3 2 
20 3 1 1 2 2 1 3 
21 2 2 1 2 0 1 5 
22 4 1 0 2 1 2 3 
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Subjects I II m IV 
ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE ACTIVE PASSIVE 
23 8 0 1 0 2 2 
24 2 1 2 2 3 3 
25 2 0 2 7 2 
26 3 3 1 1 5 
27 6 0 4 1 2 
28 5 1 1 1 5 
29 5 0 1 5 1 1 
30 1 3 1 0 1 3 2 2 
31 2 2 0 1 3 2 3 
32 2 2 2 2 3 1 1 
33 1 4 2 1 4 1 
34 2 5 1 2 2 1 0 
35 5 1 1 1 1 1 3 
36 2 7 0 3 1 0 
37 2 4 1 1 1 .. 0 
38 2 .. 1 0 2 4 
APPENDIX xvm 
CATEGORICAL DISTRIBUTION OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE IMPORTS 
AS ACTIVE AND PASSIVE FOR THE TWO PSYCHOPATHIC GROUPS 
INADEQUATE INEP!' 
Active Passlve Acttve Passive 
+ 15 1 7 0 
Category I 20 124 27 140 
Pd 0 1 0 7 
+ 4 10 8 5 
category U 
-
14 56 12 29 
Pd 9 9 3 2 
+ 12 12 5 4 
category m 26 81 SO 74 
Pd 1 1 0 0 
+ 0 2 2 1 
Categexy N 
-
21 70 32 85 
Pel 3 1 1 0 
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